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•Rape Awareness Week
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March,candlelight vigil end Rape A

wareness Week

By Nicole M. Austin
and Sean Campbell
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Staff Writers
The topic was rape the purpose was sharing and the feeling
was relief
'1 guess it doesn't have to he
dark to shed light on soloething."
Ann Fen-arone said at dusk Thursday
Ferrarone. a member of the
Rape Awareness Committee, was
ma of the participants at the I Tinversity of Maine's annual candlelight vigil for rape victims.
ir. - fees belicael 'dare coinmeincataa. is the only
(rape) Is going to end." she said

l'he small group gathered on
the steps of Fogler 1 ilarzere to shar
e
Their stories and swipor.
"Even though this type of sharing was sad. its the hest thing we
could have done because it touches
your soul." Treena Bishop.a member of the Peer Educator Program,
said
One student shared her account
'A year ago this Saturday I was
raped on this campus."she sand.'It
was somehoda. i knew ."
It wasn't my antial response
to press charges. took a "long
time to derielt te sic thal"she said.
wauld encoureae anyboda to
go to a-oar's:clang if it evet happens
See VIGIL on page 16

Rape Awareness March

By Andrew Gilmore
Staff Writer

Shelley Crosby and Torn Blake
participate in last night's Rape
Awareness candlelight vigil
(Lachowski photo.)

A group of more than 75 people at the University of Maine
marched in protest of a common
catenea yusincialv ir the annual
United Against Rape and SeXiiiti
Assault March
"We're doing something physical and visible. it's a feel good
activity."Sheri Cousins.pmgrarn
coordinator for Campus Living
and Student Services. said.
The march was formerly
named the Take Back the Night
March and traditionally. only
will
participated.Cousinssaid.
"We changed the name of the
march to he more inclusi ye."
COILSiM said "We believe men
should he a part of this issue and
should want tc take part in stopping se Alia] aasatdt.'

The group assembled on the
steps of Fogler Library ax 4 p.m.
to listen to a briefspeech given by
Sharon Barker. director of the
Women's Resource Center.
"When we march, we mardi
with people who want to change
the world for the better." Barker
said.
She has been active in wowen's rights for over 20 years and
has participated: ut many protests.
The march left the library steps
and curled through east and south
campus and along College Avenue. The participants continually
shouted cheria. demanding mead
to sexual &await.
Jonathon Caner, the Green
Pam' candidate titan the second
distriee marched and cheered
along with the crowd.
Set MARCH on page 16

•Pot debate

Tobacco versus pot debate brought

By Shannon Judd
Staff Writer

Concerns that cigarette smoking is more dangerous than marijuana was one of the topics at a
cannabis forum Wednesday at
Neville Hall.
"Joe Camel is the nation's biggest drug dealer," David Wikinson, head of the Maine chapter of
the Drug Policy Foundation, said.
"Joe Camel is a cartoon who
sells billions of dollars worth of
drugs internationally as well as
nationally. Four hundred thousand people a year die from this
drug and yet it is legal." he said.
The cartoon is part of Camel
cigarette's advertising campaign.
Heroin addicts say tobacco is
far more addictive than heroin.

Wilkinson added
"I am not here to take a riosition
for or against the legalization of
marijuana.
"Alcohol and tobacco use in
this country is far more serious a
problem than marijuana." Frank
AfriorOSO, director of the
MaITIC
Drug Enforcement Agency, said
He said his position is to say no
to all recreational substances (tobacco. alcohol illegal drugs) because there are better ways of getting highs out of life without putting foreign substances into your
system.
Michael Ezzy,supporter for fait
and respective regulation for all
recreational substances, said the
priorita,- should he on how much
damage alcohol and tobacco do in
comparison to marijuana

-Over I 5 minion deaths a year
are caused by alcohol and tobacco
use." Ezzy said.
Ezzy said his hope is these forums will awaken the consciousness of the citizens of Maine and
the country. and will get people to
rise up and make some changes in
current policy.
Barbara Seymour.R.N a nurse
in an intensive care unit, said she
has never seen a situation in the
emergency room stemming from
marijuana use
"Whatever they tried proving
was wrong with marijuan
a they
ended up proving was right with
it," she said.
Seymour said research had been
trying to discover the negatives of
marijuana use. hut only proved
its
use did no: cause vision loss
or

to UMaine

nram damage. and was, actually..
proven to reduce the size of cancer
WITIOrs.

"A person would have tosmoke
.500 pounds of pot in 15 minutes
in order to die trom it," Seymour
said
"It would have to he The biggest bong you ever saw," she added.
Wilkinson said Holland is the
only country in the world taking a
serious look at drug policies.
"Cannabis products are not legal in Holland, but are tolerated."
he said
In Amsterdam. a city with
700,000 people,drug use, pornography and a large minority population. only 25 people were killed in
1990: 380 pro* were killed in
Bush's drug-war model city, most

from drug related deaths. Wilkin son said
He said there are no task forces
against rape or other crimes. hut
there is one on drugs.
Ezzy said with the illegal market foi eannabis, the price for pot
has inflated five-fold.
"When agencies like Frank
Ammo o's put up $250 million a
year. t.1.411 means we are paying
$250 million a year for $50 million
worth of product." Ezzy said
a7.z.rs. also said the Maine Drug
Enforcement Agency has a marijuana hotline. but no cocaine hotline, no alcohol hotline and no 4^hacco hotline
Amoroso said he fulls supports
the idea of having a referendum to
See POT on page 16
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WorldBriefs'

• Indus River flooding kills over 2,000 people in Pakistan

• Cuba and Russia agree to remove Soviet troops
• Swedish

submarine fires at suspected foreign submarine
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•Soviet-Cuban relations

Death toil rises from flood in Pakistan Russia to vvithdraw troops from Cuba
MULTAN. Palusta

n (AP) —
nulidozers. shovels and their bare hands.
soldiers and volunteers worked desperately. Wednesday.to
divert the raging Indus River
as thc death toll rose to 2.000 in Nkistar. t • --- fincydint:
Elie government also estimated the damage at S1.5
billion and said 2 million acres of
producnve farm land had been washed away.
The floods began devastating three proimccs in northern
and eastern Pakistan last Enday
when thaw days of minninockn rams caused rivas oveilow their
banks.
The floodwaters passed througt.Punjab. Northwest Frontier and
Azad Kashmir provinces.
and n
flowing into the Indus River and towand the southern pmvino
e of Sind, where half
a million residents were being evacuated
In the sixth day cfthe disastc.. workers outside Multan sti ug_gleni
toe leas away cement walls
near the surging Indus to divert floodwaters into fields of
cotton and rice
The diversion sent floodwaters surging toward Muzaffa
rgarh 30 miles solidi. Soldiers
there piled sandbags atop cement walls outside the city .
lonle was done to save fields. subinerned in up to five feet of
water.
Some hills escaped floodmg and heCarre small intan& that
people refused to leave.
Many of the homeless risk food poisoning by eating rice
that v.as sonked in the
contaminate-A waiin a-roa•ding to health volnateet iaveed Ahme*i
atio was working in the
Pirki Dadan Khan area. hcnne to about it10.000 peopie.
"The first priority of the government and volunte.er workier
s is to get clean food to the
belicriater." Ahmed said. ' I nless we also gnnt 7TediCiPr gni7: ki.
*se are g4tc.fah.:,_

1

MEXICO CI-n- (Ai); — Cuba and Russia agreed on Wnzfnenda to
drawal of a mc-itonzed Soviet brigade that has been on the island since the 1962 Soviet
missile cnsis. the Cuban news agency Prens.a Latina said.
The brigade appears to he the last major Russian military unit on the island.
The :kerma Latina dispatch. mocutore.i in Mexico City. said the brigade's renpiiiing
1,600 troops Ihoilid be gone by mid-1993. About 1.200 of its tik.v.nr.- already base bee
;
vothdra Vat
So% iet troops began arriving in Cuba in 1962 and reached an estimated surngth ,_•: .
20.000 That number had dropped to about 11.000 a year ago.including civilian techn
auatched to the irulitary. and has been growing smatter ever since.
Soviet advisers have been on the island since 1960.
The news agency said the apeement vas made by the Cuban Foreign Ministrs ann
delelation from Russ:a. %%inch has assumed command of troops abroad since the diss,
tion of the Soviet Union.
• With the d-s.appearance of the Soviet Union ... the etistence of this military unit
on aur
terntory- no longer makes sense.- the Foreign Ministry said
Cuba's 00,11 military is estimated at about 180.000 troops u, th perhaps 130.000
un
in the reserves. The island has about 10 million people.
The intent to ssith&an the troops was announced a year ago by former Soviet
President
Ctorbanhev. Castro prctestad.
r.g it w&c an invitation tri the 1 nited States to
it-ink-1r Cuba was uthu-iated by- the trios e. saying it had not been corznikid or
advised ahead
of time.

•Sweden

WoridDigest

Swedish navy fires at
unknown submarine
STOCKHOLM.Sweden AP — The riavnfired
grenades and depth charges at a suspected foreign
submarine in Sweden's southern temtonal waters
toda% the military cant
During a coastal fleet exercise near Oxelnsund. about 60
rrus south of Stockholm. navy ships detected ''suspected
foreign tindery.aten activity- and immediately attacked.
said military spokesman Bertil Terrier.
He would not say hov. many rounds were fired_ but that
the military was checking to determine if anything was hit
An immediate attack on a suspected foreign submanne
is unusua'

3

•Drug smuggling

Colombian poppy
growing on the rise
SAN JUAN,Puerto RICO tAP -- A sixfold Jun4in Colombian poppy cinitivation has raised fears of a
nen wave of heroin smuggling to the United States
via the Caribbean. a senior S drug Investigator says.
Drug Enforcement Administration agents say the new
Colombian heroin is smuggled by couriers carrying small
amounts of the valuable drug in false-bottom suitcases.
under clothing or ingested in sealed packages
Such couners are apprehended regularly by U.S agents
at airports an Puerto Ricci. Miami and Nen York_ the three
main avenues for Colombian drugs into the East Coast.said
Felix Jimenez. the rw.A •s chief heroin investigator.

•Danny the goat

Entertuner goat shot
BRISBANE. Australia ( AP)-- Danny the goat
has drunk his final beer
For the last 10 years. Danny entertained tourists
on Moreton Island. stx miles east of the Queensland state
capital. Brisbane. with his ability to pick up a mug and swig
beer
The talent earned him coverage in local newspapers and
a spot on the television program "Australia's Funniest
Home Videos
But this week Danny was found shot to death. ownerLeila Oakey stud Thursday
"People are upset" she said He had a personality and
was a real tourist attraction.-

5

•Abortion
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Taiwanese women
aborting female babies
T A IPEI. Taiwan ( API — Boys have been
outnumbering girls 110 to 100 among Taiwan's nen
horn because some woman are having
abortions if
tests show then babies will be female. an
official said
Wednesday
Last year. 169.000 boys and 153.000 girls
were horn in
Taiwan. maintaining the 110-100 ratio for the
third year.
said Lin Huel-s.heng. a section chief at the
Taiwan Provincial Farruly Planning Institute
The ratio as 1 06 boys to 100 girls in the 1970s
and earls
1980s
Taiwanese trachnonally prefer boys. who car
inherit and
cants cm the family name Some woman have given
birth to
seven or eight children Just to have a Ix!).
Rut no women can learn their baby's
sex before birth
through the medical test amniocenteses..
"We are not sure what impact the rising
number of baby
hoys will has eon society.' Lin said "But the
unscrupulous
use of modern tentnologn must he checked"

•Accident

Jet fighter hits control
tower with six rockets
VLIELAND. Netherlands AP,— Six pramt
rockets fired by a Danish An Force jet fir
accideritally hit a military control toner. sitgiaint
lriiunng one man.the Dutch Defense Ministr
y said Wednesday
The F-16tet was taking pan in a NATO training ctiLlise
on Tuesday afternoon and was
assigned dummy targets at 3
military range on Vbeland Islam
off the non-bean Dutch
coast
One of 10 Dutch military personn
el in the comic,:
%vas treated ft slight cuts arid
bruises. a ministry spos
said
The spokesman. ho under rninnsu
y policy could not ne
identified. said the Danish fighter dischar
ged an enure n-t7
of 19 rockets simultaneously
Six hit the control tower.
the rest landed harmless])
on the ground
The spokesman said it was
not known v,hy the ie
missed the targeted empty
military vehicles on the
NATO "as investigating. he
said.
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Photos starting at the Top
light: Race director Alan
Noble at a late night press
conference to announce
the race was on; At right
Crew members fill the
American balloon with
helium in preparation for
take-off, an almost 3-hour
job; Below that: the
balloon is
checked as
helium begins to give it
some shape
and size: Far
right: the
German
team lifts off
at approximately 3:10
a.m.: Below
_
141 a'gni. 7•1
I lic

American
team. the last
balloon to
lift-off make
their final
preparations:
Below left:
The Germans
float away
over Bass
Park.
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Athletes stress education to prevent rape
By Rachei White
Staff Writer
Athletes for Sexual Responsibility gave a
presentation Wednesday dealing with the issue of rape on college campuses.
71us all-athlete peer education group works

The group was formed four years ago by
Dr. Sandra Caron and Margaret Zilhoux.
"Dr. Caron begar using athletes as role
models to help educate student, and also to
dispel the stereotypes that many students
have about athletes," Michelle King. member of the women's hockey team and co-

"Dr. Caron began using athletes as role modeLs...to dispel
the stereotypes that many students have about athletes."
--Alichene King, c.c, facilitator
with students from all over campus. addressing the issues of rape education, prevention
and support for survivors,

facilitator of Wednesday's program, said.
Wendy Somonian.a member ofthe women's tennis team and co facilitator, said the

main goal of the group is to "educate the
students about a very important issue and to
increase awareness by using athletes. whocan
educate and relate to the issues facing their
fellow students."
Anothei member of the panel said he
wanted to "stress awareness among incoming
fresheman wIse don't vet fully realize the dangers of rape at college."
In addition to the group's presentations,
Athletes for Sexual Responsibility have produced a videotape dealing with "potentially
damaging sexual situations- and how students should deal with them.
The group is the first organization ofits kind
in the United States. Since its creation, the
members have been visiting residence halls and

educating students about rape. Feedback fiom
students and faculty.' has been very positive
Athletes for Sexual Responsibility have
sold over 400 copies of their vide-)to universities throughout the U.S.
later this year, the group will he traveling
to Orlando. Fla. to participate in the Second
International Conference on Sexual Assault.
and will be helping other universities set ilr
their own athlete peer education groups
Athletes for Sexual Responsibility is
currently producing a safe sex video that aill
deal with AIDS and other STD prevention
The tape will he available in December.
Throughout Wednesday s pi esentation,
the audience was encouraged to comment on
the video and to ask questions.
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Pomerleau, a blisiness major. said she
finds her own job a tremendous asset in
The work,iedy program at the Universi- providing a bPekgrouncl for her future
ty of Maine has introduced student' to jobs plans.
ranging from typing to serving food in the
Some workstudy students. iike Jackie
dining commons.
Feero. have two jobs
Feero files records at Cutler Health CenStudents involved in workstudy say they
are impressed by the multitude of occupa- ter and helps verify enrollment at the Registions available.
trar's office.
"It's a good chance to earn money."
"I'm glad that there are a variety ofjobs
to choose from,- Cathy Pomerleeu, a stu • Feceo
Volunteer Writer

The 23rd Annual

Family & Friends Weekend
Families and friend of the University of Maine can choose front a
wide variety of programs including:
• Organizatioual Fair on the mall
•President's welcome and Ulviaire football game with Northeastern
-Maine Center for the Arts performance of "Hommage A
anchine" featuring the N.ew York City Ballet
• Roger Clapp Greenhouses & other open houses around campus
-The Hudson Museum's "Remnants of our Lives: Maine Women
and Traditional Textile Arts"
• Antiques, Collectibles, at. Craft Market in the Field House
"Acadian Hard Times," "A Taste of Color," and "it Works* by
the Museum of Art
• Special opening dedication ofthe Paw Farm & Horne Museum
• 12Maine vs UMass tennis match Is UMAinr v Rhtxle Island
women's soccer game
• Imagination Through Hypnosis in Hauck Auditorium
• Lobster feast and picnic barbecue sponsored by Reslife
• Movie featuring "My Cousin Vinny"
• Athletic mementos & memorabilia perA & present, aquaculture at
UMaine,& pulp & per ma k ins danotritrations and displays
• Planetarium show "Life Beyond Earth"
• 1)r. Jim Wand, Hypnotist, "A Journey Beyond Imagination"
• Hirundo Wildlife Refuge, Leonard's Mils, anti Ornamental
Gardens tours
• Public skating and swimming

AmirPou

iwrr

lit.,14,

to meet new people. including coachShe s:eri she also erievs werknei with
hockey players and other workstie!‘
es,
ice
people.
he.- colleagues and meeting new
students.
Flexibility is another of the reason's for
The job has also been a learning experiFeero's positive feeling toward her job.
"The times are good for me." she ence for Kalish, who now knows how to
keep statistics.
said.
Having a workstudy job has also been a
As a nursing major. Feero said she finds
the clinical atmosphere at Cutler a good new experience for Tom Collins,who works
introduction of what she would be experi- as a receptionist at Knox Hall.
"Basically, I write 'return to sender' on
encing as a nurse.
Rebecca Kadish has two jobs as well. junk mail," Collins said.
Both are at Aliond Arena, where she does
He aiso distributes the mail to students'
secretarial work and is a statistician for the mailboxes.
ice hockey team.
Collins ;aid he found his job to be more
Despite the amount of time involved in complex than he expected
her job. Kadish said she looks forward to
Despite this, he said he enjoys the job
it.
because it is not very strenuous and he has
"There's no bad part. I love it!- she the chance to talk to many different peosaid.
ple.
Kadish said the flexibility. the people
He said he also believes he is learnand the relaxed work setting all make herjob ing other important aspects of the work
an enjoyable one.
world.
"It makes me feel important being there."
"I've never had a job before, so I'm
Kadish said.
learning responsibility and organizational
She said she also likes having the oppor- skills," Collins said.

Have you ever tried a
seaweed cracker?
c-;

r.;
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Appearing at UMaine for
Family and Friends Weekend!
Fri.. Sept. 18th at Rpm
in Hauck Auditorium
SI Admission
Tickets available in advance at
the information booth in the
lobby of the Memorial Union.

Sat. Sept. 19th
in Hauck Auditorium
af,6:30 and 9:15 PM
Admission:
UM Students - $.50 w/ 1.13.
All others - $3.00

For specific details about the programs, contact Student
Activities & Organizations, Memorial Union 581-1793.

Plan to be part of a special UMaine tradition
you'll long remember.
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Difference,%, between the sexes still great, S3 says
By Jason McIntosh
vc.:Joteer Writer
Scientists have been digging far facts
about the differences between men and
woman for years.
According to Claire Moriarty, director
nf 53, Support. for Science Stiidents Program.they haven't found anything and never will.
Moriarty was the speaker at last Tuesday's open S'seminar held in Oxford Hal;
titled,"Is Biology Support tor Science Students Program Women's Destiny?" The
discussion focused on recent scientific forays into what exactly separates the two sexes.
Moriarty used some statenients from Dr.
Joyce Brothers as prime examples of what
she said are total misconceptions about the
sexes in the scientific community.
According to Brothers, males, because
of their genetic structure, have an overdeveloped left hemisptiere ot the brain, and
thus can excel at logic and analytical thinking. but their emotional side is underdeveloped.
The neural hemispheres of females, on
the other hand. are equal. giving them the
advantage of higher emotion, intuition and
creativity.
"There is no more scientific justification for this ridiculous theory than there
was for the early Catholic theologians'
argument that the soul of the female emtin)o devcIored at a later stage than a
male's." Moriarty said.
Brothers' statements are along the lines
of what some sociobiologisits. scientists
who study the relationship between biology and social environment. theorize about

genealogy.
Dr. /Award O'Wilson wrote a controversial book in the 1970s.which contained
the idea that just about all aspects of an
organism's form and behavior can be found
in its hereditarily-transferred genes.
From this point, other scientists have
cuggectevi penrc are the key to understanding what maker. a man different from a
woman on a lesel deeper than their appear
ance and reproductive systems.
Moriarty contends, however, that no
evidence leachag to this concision extras,
and indeed current knowledge about genes
goes against it.
"If Dr. Wilson meant that human beings
don't photosynthesize. 1 certainly go along
with that. But gene; code a range of form
like height and hair color...not bits and
pieces of yourself. It's important to understand that." she said.
Moriarty likened this branch of study to
craniornetry, a short-lived science from the
19th century that attempted to meastee intelligence by, among other things. noting
how many ball bearings fit in someone's
skull.
"I can tell you, after raiding abrint it for
over a decade. that there is no science to it,"
she said.
Because of the scientific angle of this
research. Moriarty said, the press sometimes exaggerates the facts.
An example she related was an experiMint result printzal in the NC" Eldr**/and
Journal of Medicine which reported that a
group of men who were deficient in androgen, a male sex hormone, scored below
average in tests involving spatial relationships.

Many newspapers ran a headline soon help aiieviate the symptoms of PMS, and
afterward that said sex hormones may illus- thus have a very large potential marker among
trate why females are worse in math then consuaiers. may have a vested interest in the
public seeing the syndrome as some "dread
males.
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Don't kill time —
we'll buy it alive.
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1/2 PRICE 4.30prn-C
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• Monday Night Football
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ossonk.As interim VP for Aks:adanic

By MI Berryrnan
Staff Writer
uha Watkins has done a little hfeven thing and plans to bring those experiences to
her new position as interird vice president of
academic affairs
Watkiiy,came to the ;tavetsity of Maine
in 14)71 as an assistant professor of social
work. Since that time. she has held such
positions as assistant dean of the the College
ot Arts and Sciences. chair f the department
of sociology and social work and dean of the
College of Social and Behavioral Sciences
"It's a real challenge to move from being
the advocate ofone college to being seen as the
individual responsible for the academics ofthe
whole institution:. Watkins said
'There is a much broader pervective, a
much Ilroaciei- responsibility and you lay aside
your previous advocacy for your previouscciilege and you are much rdore intent in looking
to di.: welfrre of the total instin:non,- she said
As interim Vice president of academic
affairs. Watkins said she hopes to continue
some of the work started by ITVlaine President Fredrick Hutchinson . Hutchinson played
a dual role as university president and vice
piesident ofacademic affairs when he arrived
last spring.
"We have a committee in place to look
more closel) at enrollment planning for the
institution, focusing on the quality of students.- Watkins said.
The university has been asked by the
Board of Trustees to respond to a report

which addresses the quality of edueabon.
Watkins said she hopes to use the report as a
way of focusing attention on the qualit) of
undergraduate inst detion. curriculum issues
and the uniqueness of the universno a., a
eradiate arid research instinition.
"lr developing a response to the report. it
inom; 1-!, ahead in the directions we want to
go as an institution." she said
Faculty rention is important to Watkins
She foresees a national shortage in critical
..e to seven
areas of education in the next fi,
years, which ma) make i tempting for the
!acuity to move on to another institution
Tenure does not gtheantee a faculty member
will stay, according to Watkins. She said there
are kw institutions which will automatically
grant tenure to an Meaning professor. so it is
unlikely a senilrfrult) membei would give up
tenure to start over at another instirutcsn.
"(.,* tilCi!
"We'll he working With the
to develop me boundaries or the perimeters
around that ts;t:tc tOnurO rettentlon',," t-te sat.:1
With budget cuts looming on the horizon
Watkins said the university is preparing fo
the future."I think one is never fully prepare.‘
for huge budget cuts. but I Chink we are taking
the steps to do the kinds of thinking we need
to do to be prepared." she said.
Watkins said she wants students to 1.110"4
that they and their academic programs are her
primaia concern. "1 think we are here to provide a sound educational experience for students at the graduate and undergraduate level.- she said. 'The hulk of my time will be
spent on issues relative to that"

Dorothy Clarke 'Nilson
Peace Essay Award
TOPIC:"The Things That Make For Peace."
The committee invites participants to consider any of the
following areas as contexts for their essays: personal, social,
campus, national, global and cosmic.
AWARD:$500

Julia Watkins, interim vice preside- for a.ademic affairs. (File photo.)

Late Night Local funding has been restored
and will be operational this weekend. Caii
581-4016 for more information.

Looking For the Exc.tement

FORMAT:
700 - 1500 words typed, double spaced
Essays clearly over 1500 words will not be considered
Submit the original and two copies
Include a detachable cover sheet with your name,class,
address, phone number
SUBMISSION:
Due by October 5, 1992
Send to: Dorothy Clarke Wilson Peace Essay Committee
The Wilson Center
67 College Avenue
Orono, ME 04473
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Come to us!
Wrap yourself in our Starter Winter Wear
.-'eruse our plentiful packs of Professional Sport Card.
cover your collegiate mind with our
of Caps.

Collection

You can find what you want with us.
WHAT WE'RE LOOKING FOR:
Both substance and structure will be important; the
committee is especially interested in insight, originality
and thoughtfulness
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Harris leaves'dear old Maine'
tor a European adventure
.03

The flao ;s packed. The
signs hove been taken
down. Mc SiE=*1)P on r7
string, porn poms and
megaphone are aU 4,500
miles Ci 41,4.4
Simply put, Jeff Harris has
gone to play with another school
and took his toys with him.
Bulgaria's gain is the latest loss
for the University of Maine.
Former resident director of
Gannet Hall and arguably
UMaine's greatest fan, Harris,

By Melissa Adams
.Juiff Writer
47, is now the director of Residential Life at the American
University of Bulgaria (AUBG)
in Blagoeverad.
He has been known to attend three sporting events in
one day, travel thousands of
miles for a single game and
rally groups of students to
cheer on UMaine and egg on
the opponents. His flag-waving, cheerleading, escapades
have virtually been the backbone of UMaine sporting
events.
Harris'roots in UMaine reach
back over 20 years when he
earned his baclelor':. in education. After years of teaching at

the rowdiest dorms on campus
into one of the most sought-after
places to live, but he also found
time to advise a fraternity,assistant coach the varsity cheerleaders and attended hu 'reds, it
not thousands, or sporting
events.
According to UMaine faculty,
staff and students,Harris will be
missed.
He will be missed so badly at
hockey games, an official student-run and organized ice
hcricey cheering group,The Blue
Line Club, is being established
"We think there's going to be a
huge void since he's gone'
UMaine hockey Coach Shawn
Walsh said.
Erik Hyatt a senior English
n-aajor and former two-year resideat of Ga..nett Hall,said Harris was the embodiment of a
great RD. "He is what I envision UMaine spirit to be," he
said. "You want to be as up an
Maine as he is. Gannett was the
best place to live on campus."

Destination: Bulgaria
Harris left UMaine rathersuddenly this July after his positions
at Residential Life and the Athletic Department were eliminated. Forced to look elsewhere
for work,Harris applied to some
35 college and universities in the
United States and one in Bulgaria. Guess which one he took.
"Right now Ws me,two buildings,and 450 students," he said
AUBG is an American university with all classes and business conducted in English, so

essentially conducting a one- ing his alma mater, his friends,
man slicw C Inhined with a his co-workers and his home for
drastically different environ- the last eight years
ment, planned power outages,
"There's so much I'm going
and health precautions, the ex- to miss," he said. "I like to think
perience should, it nothing else,
can come back to the university
be different than a traditional if there was a job I is as qualified

Harris with student fans at one of the thou
sands of Maine
sporting events he has attended.
September in Orono.
"I'm just looking at this as an
extension of mv university experience-being a director and hay-

Hams and one of his infamous flags. surrounded
by students, at a UMaine football game
East Corinth High School and language won't
be a problem ing the
intern
residential life work at Husson That doesn't
mean his experi- of developingational experience
a whole program
College and Washington County ence won't be
challenging. Har- is only going
to help me in the
Vocational I echnical College, ris gets the
opportunity to build long run
when I return," he said.
Harris returned to UMaine.
the residential life program from
In
an
inter
view before his deWhile at Maine, not only did scratch,using
UMaine's policies parture in
July. Harris was bithe turn Gannett Hall from one of and proce
dures as a base, and teisweet
when it came to leav.

for,and I would be considered."
Despite his love for the university, Harris said there are
some things he will not miss,
namely the increasingly impersonal atmosphere of university
departments and administrators
and the overwork of personnel.
"I would really like to see
somebody here at the
university...take a real hard look
at how this university is being
run," Harris said.
"I'd like them to take a real
hard look at how some administrators, not all, withhold information from their personnel so
that staff becomes dependent on
an individual to get his or her job
done.
"I look at the secretaries and
administrative assistants who
are wonderful, competent
people and the amount of work
that is being dropped on these
folks for no reason," he said.
"I think they really take these
people for granted... I've seen it
in my own department."
Harris said the lack of concern for lower-level personnel is
driving "good people" out of
the university.
"It's frustrating to me(when
they're) forcing awful good
peopie out of the university just
because there are echelonsin the
university that are not carrying
theirown weight and doing what
they're supposed to do.
-They keep pushing it down
and you can only push it so far.
It all falls on the shoulders of
secretaries,receptionists and administrative assistants,and they
become bombarded with all this
Continued on next page
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Harris is performing his
•
game sign ritual. Harris signs.
combinai will: his fla.f.!s. megaphones, other pieces of his
-1-teery arriva:, and students
were institutions at UMaine
sports events. In wake of Harris' departure, the UMainc ice
Hockey program and students
are establishing a formal, organized cheering group(The Blue
Line Club)to fill the void left by
Harris.
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Anchors said the elimination
of the full-time RDs three years
ago and diei, replacement with
stuff, and stuff becomes late graduate students greatly deand not done. In many cases it's creased the ability of the resinot their fault— it's because the dent director to relate personpowers that be withhold stuff, ally with students.
keep stuff longer than they
"In the last four or five years,
should, miss deadlines, ...and there used to be well over 60fullthen these people bear the time professional staff that
brunt," he said.
worked with students," Anchors
see it happen in my own said."We had over 10 or 12 prodepartment(Campus Living)." fessional RDs(and) was a much
The director of Campus Liv- more personal atmosphere end
ing,Scott Anchors,attributes the more contact with students."
heavier workload on personal to
Hesaid personal contactiseasy
budget cuts and less resources." to maintain when you have a full"When you have less people time RD who works40 hours and
in an organization, more work whose only job is to deal with
does trickle down," Anchors students, as opposed to a gradusaid. "I have no doubt that work ate student who works 20 hours a
trickles to RDs and other staff week and is a student, too.
and makes it challenging to
them."
Budget Cuts Hit Home
Harris said he also worries
The elimination of the fullabout the campus becoming less time RDs meant a lost job for
personal and more business-like; Harris. After his position was
even on the residentand RD level. eliminated, he put together a
"I personally believe there are proposal with Campus Living
certain factions on this univer- where he would work half-time
sity that have lost touch with the as a RD and half-time for the

last year that restructuring for something to happen."
would take place sometime this
"I'm disillusioned," he said.
year. When he was told the
love this place and when you
project was put on hold indefi- love things, whether it be a pernitely, he began looking for new son or institution, you have a
jobs and landed the Bulgarian tendency to overlook the bad
position.
because I have such deep feelIronically, after Harris left, ings for the place. It's easy for
two other people in Campus me to overlook some of the stuff
Living left, leaving enough that's going on. But to be honest
money to fund the area coordi- with myself, if I sit back and take
nator position Harris had been a hard look at things, it has
waiting for. At the time of this changed."
interview, Harris said he heard
Despite everything that has
rumors the position may be happened, Harris still loves
opening up. Even then he felt UMaine and remains optimistic.
disillusioned.
"Some parts are better," he
"Nobody in my department said,"some are worse.I certainly
came forward and said,'Jeff the will never give up on the institurestructuring isn't going to take tion-even if it sinks in the
place for a year hut we value you Stillwater River, I'll still waive
enough. How would you think my flag when I see the top of
about staying on for one more Stevens Hall among the ripples
year?" he said. "I was hoping and the waves."

66
I personally believe there are

certain factions on this university that have lost touch with
the institution. --Jeff Harris
institution," Harris said.
"I think there are people in
my own department who have
really lost touch with the students on this campus.
'There are people who really
do know what's going on and
those people aren't being listened to and those people are
the ones being pushed aside and
being overlooked," he said.

Athletic Departmentas an events
coordinator. Both were one-year
appointments, which were then
renewed for another year. Harris took a $4,000 pay cut to stay
on each extra year.
Harrissaid the only reason he
stuck around the second year
was in hopes of a new full-time
are coordinator position opening up. Harris said he was told

Harris leads the famous "M-A-1-N-E Go Blue" cheer at a UMaine hockey game
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How do you rate the quality of campus living?
Scott Anchors

Stavros ivienuros

Director of Campus Living

Past Student Body President

During the last four years, students living on campus
at the t Iniversity ofMaine have seen considerable changes
that make campus life today significantly different from
campus in 1988. While defining "quality of we- is an
almost impossible task and based on individual preferences,it is possible to point to some concrete changes that
make the the experience different from earlier years
—A greatti range of services and programs are offered to our on-campus population than ever before.
Telephone. cable TV and data are available in studs-nt
bedrooms, while convenience stores, more flexible meal
plane and multipliances are among the new amenities.
Students an now lease a personal computer and/or
cooking appliance as well as use their meal card in any
on-campus eatery. These options were unheard of four
years ago.
—Increasing costs to the Department of Campus Living in everything from elecn-icity, fire safety. and employer benefits to food has resulted in increased room and
il0iii*Jratcs. whicit directly impact student pocketbooks. in
response to these increases, a significant reduction in the
number of residence hall staff(20in 1988 to 15.5 in 1992)
has kept rate increases to a minimum. however,it has also
provided less staffto interact with students,thus impacting
the response time for student requests and pro).dams, and
less visibility far these individuals.
—Increasing "tensions" within our campus community regarding issues of di versiiy multiculturalism. sexism, homophobia and other topics of importance to the
community are the subject of frequent dialogue within
t'Maine's residence halls more than ever before. This is
seen in staff programming efforts, informal discussions
and other experiences.
All in all, the positive changes outweigh the negative
perceptions in recent years in terms ofquality of life. The
retention rate of current residents has reinained static of
the past 10 years. indicating a continuity in student
response to the department's efforts. The lower number
of students on campus is a direct result of the decreased
number of lust-year students attending the universitythey are the primary on-campus residents.
Both research and practical experience have taught
me that providing housing and dining services to a
campus community is a challenging work— the variety
of needs, motivations and desires make it ever controversial and demanding. The Campus Living staff at the
t'niversity of Maine is dedicated and extremely competent: their talents are shared freely with the community
and their goals of creating a positive and educational
atmosphere for our students during the past four years is
well documented. More has been done to improve :he
quality of life and even more can and will be done.

Cindy Bayer
-1 Wildlife
Management
•
--V -1
First-year
student

"Good, I guess.
No problem."

Paul Murphy
Broadcast
Journalism
Junior

Major points
I Campus living offers
a wide range of
programs and services.
41 The cost of campus
living has increased
but still remains
affordable.
4 Campus living deals
effectively with
issues such as diversity, sexism and
homophopia.

versus
RAs are expected to
play unrealistic roles.
Campus living censors free speech in an
attempt to create the
"right" environment. 0
Janitorial and receptionist jobs rate lower
than trendy, specialized, programming
jobs.

Mien I listened to my answering machirr the other night. I!
was like a flashbai, from the trenclits.: The Maine Campuc.
wanted me to do a story on ResLife (now Campus Living )
and what I thought of its performarrr mei the past few yeas
Why me? I have a life now,a _lob, resporrsitiliti...
Maybe ResLife has straightened out since December. If so, I'll talk about some abuses I, sass in Res
Life that are apparently no longer being committed.
Perhaps they are no longer brainwashing
RAs into believeing RAs ale members of the KGB.
One of the biggest problems I saw was that an RA can
not be a regular student; he or she is "always on
duty.- act.ountable for all of his or her actions on and
off campus. RAs were expected to always be watching to be sure no one violated any university policy
anywhere.
All this for room and board. Call it slavery,
call it indeamred servitude, it is just plain wrong RAs
are students too. They are under enormous pressure.
and whether that pressure can he justified or not, it's not
nght. Imagine if RAs were unionized. You know their
rights would be upheld.
That leads me to another problem that may or
may not exist. ResLifes blantant disregard for the Bill
of Rights. The First Amendment guarantees freedom
to express yourself in speech and publications, and
this is still America I remember one RA who was
forced to resign
an overzealous RD because he
edited an underground publication that people found
offensive.
He did not even write the offensive article.
Another student told me he was not allowed to
put a cross on his door because atheists found it offesive.
However, the walls were filled with displays about
AIDS and homosexuals, which he found offensive.
Neither student pushed the issue, because the
fight was too much hassle. But it never should have
happened. The United States guarantees free speech.
used to think the Res in ResLife meant
Restricted.
The purpose of life on campus is to improve
the quality- of life on campus. It is not to teach: professors do that. It is not even to save money or to perform
risk management. It seems ironic that janitors and
receptionists were laid off before some people that
perform these specialized duties.
Some positive points: the phone system.(in
my day we ran a string between two dixie cups and
liked it!)
Mac Act, Pizza Hut in the Den.
These acts prove someone is listening. anyway. and things can improve.

Chick Grunderi

Erin Dolan

Electrical
Engineering

Undecided
Sophomore

First-year
'
::sent

"From very poor "On what scale?
"O.K. I like the
to incredibly exIt's decent. A
hall I'm in now,
cellent. It deseven out of 10." but not
the one
pends on the RA,
last year because
the RD and
of location and
people on the
the halls were
section.segregated."
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Orono art store and gallery proudly
celebrates five year anniversary
r

BY Jody Myers
Staff Writer
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This year marks the fifth anniversary of a hidden treasure in
Orono.
Irsan art gallery and artssupply
store located just adjacent to the
IGA on Mill Slaeet;the owner,Unis. ersity of Maine alum Frank
hams, knows for certain this creanon is the realization of a life-long
dream. It is his greatest passion.
"I don'teven care if people buy
my things," Williams said. "I just
want them to like my store because I love my store."
ART ETC is a shop stocked

with virtually everything an artist
may need. Williams carries a professional line of pastels, watercolors,acrylic and oil paint; he offers
the entire line of artists' pencils,
pens and different textured paper
He has paintingsand prints;he
deems such art "images." And
there are art tools geared toward
children—colored canesand(Tayons and clay.
But supplies represent onh a
third of what's there,because Wilhams,a former electrical engineer
with a degree in German,loves all
aspects of art and always has.
"My friends were always artists,even in college," Williamssaid.
Another third of ART ETC is
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Shop owner Frank Williams prepares to frame a print. Framing
constitutes one third of his business. (Myers photo.)

his galleries,which feature different Maine artists monthly.
Since 1988,his shows have featured every sort of theme, from
sculpture to waterco:ors of
Monhegan Island; from wildly
splashed oils to a detailed carousel made by UMaine's Director of
Financial Management Charles
"Chick" Rauch_
Williams said he mostly seeks
variety when selecting work to
exhibit, but that the art must
strike something within him.
And he admits to one distinct
preference.
1 just lave sculpture," he said.
Williams has one gallery upstairs, and two downstairs. Most
new showings begin with a reception,no invitation needed.For
Williams, the ever-evolving gallery is the most exciting part of ha
arts boutique.
Future plans include building
a darkroom and a pottery wheel.
An important part of ART ETC
is the craft that pays Williams'rev
Williams is corisidered by many tk
be a sidled framerand hiscustomers mast him explicitly.
'1 came here two years ago by The entrance to the downstairs galleries of
accident, and I've been coming Art Etcetera.(Myers photo.)
ever since," Bangor residentCoco
Partriticae
q'!"' is aalarnant stre.et to g,et cofte.e for whornea'er
she she says, "I wouldn't take happensto he in the store. He said
my business anywhere else."
he doesn't make much butdoesn't
Most importantly though, care. His thrust is to have more
more crucial than the galleries, people to "share his things."
the supplies, the framing, is the
Above the entry to his downatmosphere and the flavor of ART stairs gallery isa masticentrance,
ETC. Williams sees at most, 100 at the top of which is a print of a
customers a week,but more often lion staring out into the desert.
he's alone in his paradise,or chat- Under the print rests a brass lion,
ting with a lone customer who also looking into the desert.
has become a friend.
"Would you believe that en"Frank is casual. He is a trance came to me in a dream?"
friendly,neighborly,kind ofguy," Williams asked. "I got up the
Partridge .aid comfortably rum- next day and built the thing and
maging through Williams' desk, it was done by 2 p.m. I'm proud
of that."
looking for a piece of paper.
The printcame later."I feel like
-He has a relationship with his
that lion," Williams said softly,
customers," she said.
Wlrnc ()f!-t,r
--tc•r,)c,,,the "here in my shop."
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Stephen King's latest book,Gerarld's Game,has
very little to do with the title character. Gerald
Burlingame is a lawyer who is into kinky sex;
specifically, he likes to have his wife Jessie handcuffed during sex.
The story begins with Gerald and Jessie on a
romantic get-away at their isolated cabin on a
lake.Trouble arises when Jessie decidesshe doesn't
want to play Gerald's bondage games,and Gerald
doesn't want to stop. The situation gets out of
control in a big hurry, and Gerald suffers a massive coronary and drops dead. Unfortunately for
her, Jessie is handcuffed to the bed at the time,
wearing only her panties.
At this point,Jessie is confronted with a number
of nightmarish factors. The first comes in the form
of a stray dog which makes a meal of the nowdeceased Gerald. Second,Jessie flashes back to her
childhood,when she wassexually molested by her
father. Jessie also has the problem of survival,as in
how to survive without food or water while handcuffed to a bed in the middle of nowhere.
Fortunately,night is coming Jessie has the rare
pleasure of living out all of her fears, both real and
imagined, in the privacy of her own living hell.
•

A large portion of the story is devoted
to delving into Jessie's subconscious. This is accomplished
through flashbacks and via
the voicesof numerous people
from Jessie's past, who represent the different aspects of
her psychological make-up.
This foray into the woman
behind the woman is interesting, and does give a good
sense of who Jessie really is, but I never really
identified with her character. In most of King's
books,he does such an outstanding job of characterization that I really care what happens to the
characters. I felt had for Jessie more because of her
predicament than for who she was.
The book is short--332 pages--by King's standards.It is fairly quick and easy reading,but lacks
the intensity most of his stories have He did well
within the confines he set for himself(how much
of a story is really possible within this book's
setting?) but Stephen King is one of the greatest
storytellers of all time, and this particular story
didn't have a lot of substance. True Stephen King
fans will want to read Gerald's Game, but on the
whole, I'd have to say it is a disappointment.
King has set his standards extremely high
through his previous works, and Gerald's Ganie
doesn't measure up to that lofty expectation.

Current Bookstore
Bestsellers
1. Tao of Piglet by Benjamin Hoff
2. Tao of Pooh by Benjamin
Hoff
3. Time to Kill by John Grisham
4. Firm by John Grisham
5. Sum of All Fears by Tom
Clancy
6. Earth in the Balance by Al
Gore
7. Truman by David McCullough
8. Color of Her Panties by Piers
Anthony
9. Life's Little Instruction Book
by H.J. Brown
10. Fried Green Tomatoes by
Fannie Flag.
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Folklife Center presents textile art
By Bonnie Satterfield
Staff Writer
One visitor's eye might first
be caught by the Indian dance
costume and intricate beadwork
on display.
Perhaps the hanging quilt
depicting female figuri.s will
draw another. The handsewn
wedding gowns under the ramp
may attiac-t modern brides-tobe.
The current exhibit at the
Hudson Museum in the Maine
Cente, rel. the Arts is titled "R
'tants of Our Lives: Maine
Women and Traditional Textile
Arts."
The display features 15 Maine
women from PresqueIsle to Portland, their work,and their families. The women range in age
from chilelhood to tts.ose whose
work hasoutlasted them by generations.
The items reflect the varied
ethnic backgrounds of the
women, which include FrancoAmerican, Finnish, Greek, native American, Vietnamese and
Acadian.
According to Co-Curator
Teresa Hollingsworth, folklife

66
This is the first time large- scale

folklife fieldwork in textile traditions and an has been done in
Maine. —Theresa Hollingsworth,
folklife coordinator for the
Maine Folklife Center

ff
coordinator for the Maine
Folklife Center,the exhibit marks
the first collaboration between
the Hudson Museum and the
Maine Folklife Center.
The idea for an exhibit featur ing textile artists was cono-ived
through a series of discussions by
members of the Folklif.. Centzr.

--1Afo!k
Khang Tran (R)and her daughter, Nga Tran. Khang is one of 15 contributors to the current
art exhibit at Hudson Museum.(Smith photo.)
'This is the first time largescale folklife fieldwork in textile
traditions and art has been done
in Maine," Hollingsworth said.
An ',Mad .-iimorsiori to this
exhibit are the text panels and
quotes taken from recorded interviews with each of the artists
featured.
"It's far more than just a collection of materials. It's the oral
history, biographies and text
which contextualizes the art,"
Mary O'Meara,co-curator of the
exhibit and associate director of
the Folklife Center, said.
The oral histories are now
deposited in the Maine Folklore
Collection at the Center and are
zvailable to the general public.
"This has added a great component to our archive collection
pertaining to traditional art,"
O'Meara said.
The art shows the forms in

which women express themselves, a result of each
individual's cultural heritage.
Women's artwork and expression has lone been linked to
needlework and fabric-based
forms of handiwork, according
to the exhibit.
Most ofthe women celebrated
began their work at an early age,
learning their art from a mother,
grandmother,or other respected
female elder. Some women produced items for both functional
and decorative reasons.
For some, expressing themselves and working toward perfection through everyday items,
such as wool knit socks, provides entertainment in their
lives. For others, the work was
necessary to have some items or
to sell others, so other necessities could be bought.
The fieldwork started in the

summer of 1991 and took a year
to complete. The exhibit is supported by the National Endowment for the Arts.
"I think the exhibit was nice
because of the mixture, that variety of the work and the age and
backgrounds of the women,"
Jennifer Sapiel, an artist from
Indian Island featured in the
exhibit, said.
"It's an honor to be a part of it.
It's nice to he recognized for
something I work real hard at,"
Sa piel continued.
Thirteen of the 15 women featured were able to attend the
grand opening of the exhibit,
held on Aug.27.The exhibit will
run through Nov. 15.
Special programs will run in
conjunction with the exhibit, including a film series,group tours
for children and a textile conservation workshop on Oct. 28.

MCA begins new season with ballet
The Maine(._enter tot the Arts
kicks off its 1992-93 season featuring fewer shows but more
variety.
It all starts this Sunday at 7
p.m. with a world class ballet
a
"Hommage
troupe,
Balanchine."
The show features principal
dancers of he New York City
Ballet and is a tribute to renowned contemporary choreographer George Balanchine. The
presentation is produced by
Columbia Artists.
Tuesday,Sept 29 is "An Adventure in Chinese Songs and
Dances." This performance is
part of a limited New England
tour and includes folk dancing,
martial arts and acrobatics.
There are fewer shows this
year, according to past Interim
Director Rolfe Olsen, who was
for this season's proresponsible
Valentina Koziova and Lindsay Fischer, princigramming.
pal dancers of the New York City Ballet. per"It's in response to the realiform -Swan Lake"
ties of the economy,"Olsen said

He added that fewer shows
might be less overwhelming for
theater-goers.
There are three shows scheduled for October. The American
Indian Dance Theatre performs
Tuesday, Oct. 13, and the Chenille Sisters croon and joke home-

The box office window at
the Maine Center for the
Arts is open from 9 a.m. to
4 p.m, weekdays, and one
and a half hours before
each event. Patrons can
also charge tickets by
phone at (207) 581-1755,
coming weekend,Saturday Oct.
17. That weekend,MCA offers a
Sunday afternoon concert starring the New England Piano
Quartet

I he ever-popular Shanghai
Acrobats return to UMaine Nov.
. show was sold
:
5; in 1990 thei
out
"The acrobats are always a
hit," Olsen said.
They are followed by Andes
Manta,a versatile group of South
American folk musicians, and
the semester closes with a "dose
of political satire" from comic
Mark Russell. That show is Nov.
14 and tickets are expected to
sell quickly.
Next semester will be packed
with jazz,dance,opera and Lynn
Redgrave performing excerpts
from Shakespeare.
She will also speak about the
life and times ofan actor's daughter.
For MCA enthusiasts who
can't get enough of performances, pre-concert music lectures and relevant exhibits in
the Hudson Museum (also located at MCA)are offered.
Come one,come all'

;
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A review of the latest tapes, albums and CDs
Mother Love Bone
Mother Love Bone

.ent fon(

)I( a year
t is supEndow -

The upcoming release of
Mother Love Bone's self-titled
anthology marks a continuing
trend in music these days. Consider()open's Freddie Mercury,
Stevie Ray Vaughn, and Roy
Orbison. They are all dead and
their musicis more popular than
ever. Well, maybe all but Roy.
Anyway, the thing is, Mother
Love Bone'slead singer,Andrew
Wood,died ofa heroin overdose
and the band dissolved in 1990.
Notice the similarity? It's the
Van Gogh syndrome—die and
your work is recognized for it's
artistic genius.
Mother Love Bone's posthumous release displays the lent
and charisma that has launched
many grunge bandsintothe mainstream party. After the break-up
of the band,the majority of players drifted into other groups.
Stone Gossard and Jeff Ament
went to Pearl jam and Bruce
Fairweather ended up in Love

men featend the
exhibit,
iibit will

hanghai
me Nov.
vas so!d

With the same passion that
filled their first album,the Indigo
Girls return with Rites Of Passage. From the beginning track,
'Three Hits,' to the last,"Cedar
Tree," this new work takes the
listener places the usual top 40
fodder doesn't.
In "Galileo," Amy Ray and
Emily Saiiers sing of the trials
and tribu rationsofreincarnation.
Instead of resting on their lyrical
laurels, they sing with passion
and fury. Each word is delivered with calculated emphasis
and the music on which the picture is painted stirs the soul,
young or old.
One feature which has made
this album more powerful than
their past efforts is the addition
of strings to their ensemble.
They are showcased at the beginning of "Virginia Woolf,"
and subtly added on "Ghost,"
to produce a deeper, more polished sound. In concert, they

Me Phi NI,.
One

part of it.
iz.ed for
hard at,"

et

The Indigo Girls
Rites (Jr Passage

even added a violinist and a
cellist to the band to complete
the sounds of the new songs
when performed live.
In "Love Will Come To You,"
The Indigo Girls expose their tender side with a touching ballad. With "Romeo and Juliet,"
Amy Ray displays her strong
voice and impressive skill on
guitar.
"Virginia Woolf" pays homage to a true feminist and inspiration to the group with expressive lyrics like,"When my whole
life is on the tip of my tongue/
Empty pages for the no longer
young/ The apathy of time
laughs in my face/ You say each
life has it's place."
The Indigo Girls have returned with a tour de force
record that gives mainstiearn
music a kick start while soothing the masses into euphoria.

New group celebrates diversity of music

was nice
that vaage and
vomen,"
ist from
i in the

11 run in
hibit, inup tours
e conser.1. 28.

Battery. This incestuous pattern
of jumping from band to band
became indicative of the Seattle
music scene in the 80s and is
continuing into the 90s.
Listening to Mother Love Bone,
you can hear Gossard and Ament
cutting their teeth.
On the track, "Holy Roller'
witness Gossard play the character riff from Pearl Jam's
"Evenflow." Later on, Ament
sneaks in with a bass line that
also appears three years down
the road in "Evenflow." You
don't get a family line asstraight
as this, folks.
But don't get the idea that all
Mother Love Bone does is provide
a coming ofage service for future
Pearl !am members. It holds a
place in gnmge history for its
own accomplishments, such as
"Crown Of Thorns," -Man Of
Golden Words"and "Come Bite
1 he Apple,"to namea few. These
samples demonstrate the qualities that make Mother Love Bone a
band that should have survived,
but will live on in memory.

Me Phi Me

It's Greek Rush week and everyone's urging
you to ioin the fraternity or sorority they most
closely identify with. Your choices have been laid
out in front of you but you just haven't found the
one that you want to embrace. Take heed,there s
a new group to join—Me Phi Me.
On his new album, One, Me Phi Me celebrates
thediversity of musicand the human spirit through
fusion and poetry. Like the rappers before him,
Me Phi Me draws from other musicians for inspiration and samples.
In "Black Sunshine," he uses a bit of a Johnny
Nash song—"It's gonna be a bright, bright, sunshiny Jay." But the sample is not adelterated—
it's left in its original form and is simply woven
into the fabricof thesong. Thisis the characteristic
that makes Me Phi Me different.
Drawing from any musical form he can, Me
Phi Me spins songs that acknowledge the worth

of the individual,and in using different types of
music, acknowledges the merits of the forms
themselves.
In "Sad New Day," for example, ethereal
synthesizers give way to acoustic guitar, which
in turn fuse with the bass that defines rap music
to create a new sound not often found in pop
these days. The song continues to beat along
with the bass and guitar, providing a colorful
backdrop to Me Phi Me's phrasings, which
expound freedom of expression and, you
guessed it, individuality.
The music keeps you wondering which type of
music will appear next. In, "...and I Believe (the
CREDO)" we hear an Islamic call to prayer and
then a vocal harmony from South Africa, two
intrinsically different sounds bound together in
the matrix of the song.
"One" speaks of Me Phi Me's commitment to
his philosophy of individuality in both the poetic
words he expresses and in the mosaic of the music
he creates.

Page Farm and
Home Museum
to be dedicated

Ilways a
y Andes
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ins, and
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Rand,. Robinson
Staff Writer
fiFifteen years of working and hoping will
Maine
of
nally pay off for two veteran university
Farm
educators, with the dedication of the Page
Saturday.
this
and Home Museum
of
Dr. Hayden(Pete)Soule,associate professor
schedthe
and
bio-rescurceengineering at UMaine
uled master ofceremoniee,chaired the committee
UMaine.
which worked to bring the museum to
Winprofessor
UMaine
retired
He said he and
ga
establishin
ston Pullen originated the idea for
15
campus
museum in one of the old barns on
shape
definite
take
years ago. The idea began to
about six years ago.
to
Soule said the committee's first task was
Letters
obtain the building from the university.
his
were sentto then-President ArtJohnson and to
successor, Dr. Dale Lick.
(Kutz photo)
barn, This barn will be turned into the Page Farm and Home Museurn and dedicated Saturday
Lick agreed to let the committee have the
See MUSEUM on page 8
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The Maine Campus Magazine's tor five
twenty-five: Coming back to school
Joe Sampson
External City Editor
1. The competion between
all of the pizza joints, which all
deliver. I love the competitive
market scheme, at least as it
relates to Orono pizza What
makes it even better is all
of the coupons these
places are running.
Good pizza cheap.
The
American
dream is alive in
Orono.
2. Seeing all of the
attractive women on
the mall. After spending a summer in desolationville, its nice
to see cute people who are not
on T.V,and not doing commercials for shampoo or other HBA
products.
3. The new meal plans.
Thankfully the days of the 19/
21 meal plan are over. Long
live the 10+ meal plan. There
actaully is some choice involved for the student. Administration is to be complimented.
4. Seeing old friends(and!
do mean OLD)who have come
back for advanced degrees,
while I still am on my first.
Long live the five or more year
plan.
5. Being back on the Campus
staff. Its good to come home to
the BASEMENT of Lord Hall.
Jill Berryman
Managing Editor
1. I love the ride up here,it's
nothing but straight. If you
don't hit a deer, everything's
great.
2. It's a learning experience,
going to class, now we pay
more, what a pain in the ...
3.Ya gotta love the lines.
Lines in the bookstore,lines in
the Den, you get to the front
only to realize you forgotsomething and need to do it all again.
4. The parties are great,
they're fun for all, until
some guy power pukes
in my hall.
5. And then there is
the library, it's at the
end of the mall,maybe
I'll get there sometime
next fall.

1

Christine Bigr.ey
Advertising Manager
1. To catch up with friends.
This gets difficult when people
move every year. When you do
catch up with them, you use
the famous "How was your

summer?" I guess that's what
you say to people just to make
conversation with people you
haven't kept in contact with.
2. To get away from my parents. I must admit my parents
helped me out tremendously
with my finances over thesummer and weren't too smothering. But,they just know how to
nag you at the wrong time.
They're great to visit,for a short
period of time.
3.So graduation will be
closer. When people are
going to be here over
four years, they want to
rush things through just
a little bit faster. I do not
want to be in school forever, which is the way it is
going now. I'm sure I'll
change my mind when I actually graduate (right Brandy?)
but I want out.
4. To meet new people. All
of a sudden I realized most of
my friends had graduated,and
here 1 am, still here. I have a
feeling this will happen a lot
until I graduate. I have confidence that I will make some
new friends.
5. Actually, I almost didn't
come back. I had the best summer and I dreaded coming back
to Maine. I met the best people,
made great friends and I didn't
have a care in the world. If I
could have transferred in time I
might not be here writing this. I
guess we all have tosay goodbye
sometimes,soI will say goodbye
to the wildest and mostexciting
summer I ever had.
Jody Myers
Arts Editor
1. Shock. I like the shock of
returning to school and re-realizing how damn loud and ridiculous we college kids can
be. The other day I was at Pat's
Pizza when one unlucky,
J-Crew-clad soul
screamed at the entire restaurant because he didn't get
enough milem's out
of the vending machine. I also get a
huge rush out of being woken up at 2 a.m.
by Cheepos drunks who
scream out the lyrics of one
song to the tune of another.
2. Never-Say-Never.I always
enjoy seeing people together
who swore they'd never again
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Layout and Design: Michael Timberlake
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2. My second favorite
back -toschool activity is returning to
work at
The Maine
Campus.
Where else can
I can work with half the outpatient community of BMI-11
and receive valubale resumebuilding experience that will
one day land me a job as a
manager in McDonalds? I
would get to wear the blue visor, though.
1. My third favorite back-toschool activity is copying Jill
Berryman's very existence.This
column isan excellent example.
I don't really have five favorite
things in the back-to-school category, so I'm just trying to be
like Jill yet again.I haven't quite
mastered the high pitched
giggle
hyperventilating
noise—yet.
4. I also enjoy Maine's version of broadcast news. Anywhere where high 10 minutes
of a 26-minute broadcast is
devoted entirely to high
school sporting results is exciting to me. I can't wait
until I hear, "And in
Melissa Adams
sports tonight the
Editor
Red Sox won the
1. My favorite back
World Series, eh
to school activity has
Dale?" "That's
to be,withouta doubt,
right Rory (and
standing in line. You
what kind of name is
stand in line for your
that?), but first in
books,you stand in line
Class E Division 4A
to eat, you stand in line to
junior varisty field
get your ID,you stand in line to hockey, Messalonskee beat
stand in line. It is all very hep. T2R17, 4-0..."
For all intents and purposes,
5. Finally,I just love coming
the first month at UMaine back to the state of Maine. It is,
greatly resembles being at after all,the way life should be.
Disneyworld.
Ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ha ...
be togerner after May-term
Summer flings usually fizzle
and crash by October break anyway and then it's back to business with the same old
boneheads.
3. The Den.I greedily anticipate each new unveiling ofeach
new renovation. I was here on
campus in the 70s and I must
say the den isn t too far offfrom
how it was then. A new den
nearly every year
since 1988 must be
a strong testimonial to the
university's
continued,careful planning.
Can't wait for
next year's version of hip, hangout
paradise.
4. PARENTS and FRIENDS.
Sarcasm aside, I love it when
my parents come up, and so
many organizations have
booths on the mall. The craft
show in the fieldhouse is awesome, the campus is so pretty,
and it's just a great weekend.
5. THE MALL. Everyone
looks so happy; there are
frisbees and dogs and
suntanners. And students skipping class. It's a fine time.

NICSEUM from
previous page
Soule said, but insisted it be
moved before being dedicated
as a museum. The committee
set about raising funds for the
move, which took place last
July.
The barn is now located between the Farm Store and the
Maine Center for the Arts.
Soule said all museum
funds have been privately donated. Dr. Pullen said two
sponsors,Mrs.Donald Corbett
and Henry Page, for whom
the museum will be named,
each gave 5100,000.
Other donors will also be
recognized at the ceremony,
Pullen said. He said H.E.
Sargent and Hughes Brothers
donated labor and equipment
to the project, and Robins
Lumber m Searsmont donated
all the clapboards.
Puller said many people
worked hard on the project,
such as UMaine professor and
committee member Toni
Christensen,head restoration
carpenter Don Arnold and
Arnold's assistant, Jeff
Dolloff.

Pullen said one ofthecommittee members, whom he
declined to name, may be
hired later as the museum's
director/curator.
Pullen said the goal of the
museum is to recognize the
rural,agricultural past of the
state and the university.
Maine used to rely solely
on agriculture,including the
lumber industry, which, for
a time,made Bangor thelumber capital of the world.
The university itself,
founded in 1865, was originally an agricultural college,
Pullen said.
He also said the committee members felt the barn
should be saved simply for
its own historical value. The
structure is believed to predate the university.
Soule said UMaine used
to ha ve Farm and Home week
every year.
With the opening of the
museum, Soule said people
willonceag,ain beabletolearn
aboutfarming toolsand methods,along with seeing blacksmith and other equipment.
The dedication will take
place at 10 a.m. at the barn.
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BELGRADE LAKES,Maine(AP)— An
autopsy was under way this morning on a
Massachusetts man convicted of smuggling
weapons to the Irish Republican Army in
1987, who apparently was shot by his wife in
self-defense.
Joseph P. Mur.-av Jr., 46, was found dead
Wednesday at the base of the stairs near the
entrance of his secluded house overlooking
Great Pond.
Mirray was shot multiple tines,apparently
with a.357 caliber revolver,state police said. An
autopsy will be performed today at the state
medical examiner's office in Augusta
Assistant Attorney GeneralThomasGoodwin said investigators were trying to confirm
that Murray's wife, Susan,40, shot her husband in self-defense. Police found a knife in
Murray's hand, said Deteetive Sgt. Jeffrey
Harmon of the Maine State Police.
An autopsy by the state medical examiner
was in progress in Augusta late this morning.
according to a spokeswoman at the examiner's office.
Mrs. Murray was not charged, "and it's
possible that there won't be an arrest at all,"
Goodwin said.
Goodwin declined to say that Mrs. Murray pulled the trigger, but acknowledged that
it seemed beyond question.
"It's my understanding they were the
only two people in the house," he said, and
Murray "didn't shoot himself."
Harmon said Murray arrived at the house
around 1:15 Wednesday. Neighbors reported
hearing gunshois and then saw Mrs. Murray
run from the house around 1:30. Deputies
from the Kennebec County Sheriff's Department responded to the call and later turned the
case over to the Maine State Police after
finding Murray's body.

rhere. were no other people in the house at
the time of the shooting, Harmon said.
Murray and his wife were reportedlyestranged. Neighbors said Mrs. Murray had been
living at the laknIricip house for the namrner and
had enrolled one of the couple's three children
in a local school. Mrs. Murray's son from a
previous marriage was living at the lakeside
house along with his wife and their two children. None were home at the time of the
shooting, Harmon said.
In 1987, Murray, of Melrose. Mass . was
convicted in federal court in Boston along
with two other men of attempting to smuggle
seven tons of weapons to Ireland aboard a
fishing trawler in 1984.
Murray. who had worked at The Boston
Globe asatypographer,wasallegedly the'leader
of the conspiracy to sell the weapons valued at
$1.2 million. to the Irish Rtrtrublimn Army. I-Ie
was also con-riet*1 of attempting to import
marijuana into Boston, and of m,1 evasion.
District Court Judge Joseph L.Taum
sentenced Murray to 10 ye,u, on the drug
charges, a concurrent five year sentence on
four counts ofillegal weapons smuggling and
a two year concurrent sentence on the tax
evasion charge.
Murray was expected to serve two-thirds
of the 10-year sentence. He was apparently
out on parole at the time of the shooting.
The weapons, which included 163 automatic rifles, handguns, hand grenades and
rocket warneads, were seized by the Irish
Naval Service after they were transferred to
an Irish ship off the coast of County Kerry,
Ireland, on Sept. 29, 1984.
Diere were also 11 bullet-proof vests.
71,000 rounds of ammunition, rockets, ammunition pouches, gun cases, weapons manuals and hand grenades seized.
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The Not Ready For
Bedtime Players
•An interactive & educational theater troupe
•Production "Everything You Thought You Knew
About Sex...And Much More."
•Meets every Wednesday 7:00Pm to 9:00Pm to learn,
rehearse, and perform.
eAccepting applications until September 25th.
*Applications are available at Cutler Health Center
Room12
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Sigma Nu
Fall Rush
*Tuesday 15th 5:00 pm Chicken BBQ
*Thursday 17th 5:00 pm BBQ Ribs
*Tuesday 22nd 5:00 pm Casino Night
with Sorority
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•Recycling

Recycling program needs student involvement
The recycling program at the University
of Maine is expanding and needs more student involvement.
Scott Wilkerson, director of the Recycling Department, and Enc Maio, the campus Recycling Education Coordinator, are
working to promote the program. They are
attempting to educate the general student
population about the program's duties and
responsibilities.
"We need more people to get involved,"
Maio said. Both he and Wilkerson say they

nee4s to be put into the program's attempts
ti recycle.
"There are a lot of improvements to be
made. Especially recycling papers arid plastics — I haven't seen any recepticals for
their around campus,' first-year UMaine
student Rachel Binder said.
Students interested in helping the Rees cling Department should contact Maio
at the Facilities Management Complex
lc ,:ated behind the Credit Union on Rangel) Road.

Awareness Week.
The iecycling program is advertising
itself with posters, videos and word-ofmouth.
Wilkerson said the program's primary'
purpose is to turn the responsibility of
recycling over to students. He said he believes student input should be part of the
process.
'Their[students'] money pays our salaries," Wilkerson said.
Some students said they feel more effort

believe people are the key to the program's
success.
The Recycling Department is responsible for putting recepticals around campus, separating materials and transporting waste to the Old Town Redemption
Center.
Beginning this fall, UMaine will be
offering groups and activities including
the Student Environniental Action Coalition (S.E.A.('.), Waste Not (a sub-committee of S.E.A.C.) and Environmental

•Theft

iligh school exams cancelled
after two versions stolen
LIM,INOS
Italian Restaurant

The Best Choice For Parents' Weekend
942-1240 For Reservations
735 Main St., Bangor
1/4 Mile South of 1-395 (Exit 34)

"

commissioner.
The theft of two of the three GED test
versions with answers during the first week
of September must have taken some planning,said Maiince Varent,
tor for the state education department
Test bookies arid answer sheets are
logged by serial number each time they're
removed from sto,-21?, .
k's". (j,. ered duitng a routine inventory by the adult
education program at School Union 29.
Because the theft was uncovered within
days, widespread cheating is not likely,said
Majorowicz.

PORTLAND, Maine (AP)-- Tests for
high school equivalenzy certificates across
Maine have been cancelled because two
versioes of the exam were stolen from an
adult education center in Mechanic Falls.
The delay in tc.sting could affect hundreds of people preparitig to take the General Education Development test. The test's
publisher wo
;is Oe
administered until secan y is „—:ante.:d
"We're hoping it won't take longer than
three or four weeks,but since this has never
happened it's hard to estimate," said Mary
Majorowicz, assistant to the state education
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Season Pass for College Students
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Athletic Ticket Office
Alfond Arena

Purchase Prior to Oct 1

Welcome Back Students
i from Old Town House of Pizza Restaurante

Old Town Pkr: Next to YMCA Call for Fa.;ter Delo,er)
S-6144 • lax
-71
IOur
),I 0
— pizza dough recipe onginaied 100 years ago in )
"
Northern Greece. Our sauce is made from scratchits spices from the fields of California and the mountains
of Greece, Turkey, and Italy. Topped by a blend of three
different ch-rses and cooked in real brick OVIMS, there iC
not a finer pizza in the anna.
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Friday, September 18th
8 P.M. Hauck Auditorium

Under New Management service & qualit% guaranteed

Tickets priced at $1.00 are available in advance
at the Memorial Union Information Booth
13.se. girning Tuesday, September 15th and at the door.
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BUDGET SPECIAL
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BUDGET SPECIAL

One 16" Large Cheese Pizza
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only
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$4.99

• the Did Town House of Pia Restaurante
$1 for each additional topping
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2 Small Pizza w/ one topping each
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$5.99

at the Old Town House of Pizza Restaurarr

827-6144
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Black South Africans to
get the vote in 1994
JOHANNESBURG,South Africa(AP)
— President F.W. de Klerk promised to
introduce legislation next month allowing
blacks in government for the first time.
De Klerk also repeated promises that all
South Africans, including the black majority, would vote in the next general election,
scheduled for 1994.
In a speech Wednesday night to the Pretoria Press Club, de Klerk also said parliament will discuss the future ofthe nominally
independEliftnack homelands such as Ciskei,
where security forces shot to death 28 ANC
supporters earlier this month.
Burials were planned Friday for the
victims. The African National Congress
said it expected tens of thJusands of supporters to attend memorial services scheduled for tonight in King Williams Town,
just across the border from tne Ciskei capital, Bisho.
The Sept. 7 shootings plunged ANCgovernment relations to their lowest level
since more ihan 40 blzoilier-...:ipatc-ing township.
halted political negotiations with the government. De Klerk has urged the ANC to
return to talks, and his speech Wednesday
was another attempt at reconciliation.
While the president previously has promised to permit blacks in government by the
time his term ends in 1994. the speech gave
details on how such changes will be introduced.

When ParEameniconvenes a special session next month, he said, a bill will be
introduced t. amend the constitution so anyone. "irrespective of race or color," can be
a Cabinet niinister, de Klerk said.
Whites, Indians and colored or mixedrace people are now represented in separate
chambers in parliament, but blacks do rot
have the vote or representation.
The October session will last less than a
week and deal only with issues to prepare
the country for a transition from whiteminority rule to multiracial democracy.Parliament will convene again for its regular
annual session early next year.
A' that time, de Klerk said legislation
would be proposed to start negotiations on
changes in the way black homelands function. He did not elaborate.
Since the Ciskei shootings, ANC pressure to eliminate the homelands has increased,and it has demanded the removal of
Ciskei's military leader as a condition for
-It•-•'flations.
s
-140.kaktilretratitai
the ANC,said its soldiers fired on the marchers in self-defense. The ANC and witnesses
have alleged the shooting began without
provocation or warning.
The government set up tribal homelands in the 1960s and 1970s to keep blacks
and whites separate. Only the government
and homeland leaders r.:cognize their sovereignty.
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Dining Services offers students a wide variety of dininr options in restaurant facilities campus-wide. Staff are dedicated to providing healthy and nutritious
meals that range from familiar home favontes to gourmet and international dishes. Exploring the unique specialities offered by each of the dining facilities lets
you choose the atmosphere and advantages that make your personal dining experience eMovable

Campus Dining Commons
York Dining Commons
Stodder Dining Commons
Stew al i Dining Cornrrions
Hilltop Dining Commons

South Campus, 7 days per week
South Campus, M- F
East/West C..an:p.:.s, 7 dr..s per week
F,ast/West Campus, 7 days per week

A la Carte Campus Eateries
Memonal Union, first floor, 7 days per week
Memorial Union, set()nil floor, M-F
Memorial Union, second floo.-, M-Th
Memorial Union, third floor. 7 days per week
Fernald Hall, M-F

Rear's Den
Damn Yankee
Soup Kitchen
The Union Coffee Shop
Fernald Snack Bar

What's New in )992-93

Hilltop and SouthSide Markets
Hilltop Market, located on the first floor of Hilltop Commons,offers a
full range offoods,from "munchics" to full meals, at affordable prices. The
SouthSide Market, located on the main floor of Stodder Commons, will open by
fall, 1992. Convenient shopping using your MairieCard Dining Funds and MaineCard Campus Funds.
Hours of opersation are 1 1 am-8pm, Mon-Sat

0AeCa.P.d--A "%due-A drIrd Debit Card Account
The MaineCard Program is a Debit Card account to make purchases or.
campus. MaineCard Dining Funds differ from MaineCard Campus Funds
as follows:

MaineCard Campus Funds

MaineCard Dining Funds

• Bring your MaineCard to the Business Office, Alumni Hall, to deposit

• Automatically included in all prepaid
meal plans as indicated on your room

funds inn, an act.uuni.

Aiwa

• Minimunm $25 deposit
• 5% discount in the Bear's Den, Damn
Yankee, Ford Room Coffee House and
Fernald Snack Bar
• Dining commons meal discounts
• Funds are refundable and/or
transferable

• Funds not refundable or transferable
to next semester.

Funds can be used in:
• Cash restaurants or eateries.
• Hilltop or South3ide Market.
• Maine Center for the Arts.

Othillt1

Funds can be sired in:
• Dining commons
• Cash restaurants or caterices
• Hilltop or SouthSide Market
Contact: Dining Senaces Office, 103
Hilltop Commons,581-4706

Contact: MaineCard Office,
Alumni Hall, 581-4566

Meal Hours, 1992-93
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Northern Maine's Largest Art Sale
Serving the Professional and
Student. Artist with a Complete
Line of Artist Materials

'

1 b=1, rax.

9am-2pm M-F
Damn Yankee
5-6:30pm M-Th
Soup Kitchen
The Union Coffee Shop
7arn-1 lam M-F
Coffee Shop
Hot Buffet 11:30;m-1 -30pm M -F
4pm-12am Mon-Sun
Coffee Shop
Bar
Snack
Fernald
7am-2pm M-F
Dining Commons A la Carte Prices
Cash
Meal MaineCard
$3.75 $4.50
Breakfast
Lunch/Bruncn $4.75 $S 50
$S 75 $7.50
Dinner

This information is subject to change.

.tdditirthatiutiirmatiotti
Additional information about dining services can be found in the Student Handbook,
Resident's Manual and the Residential Life Room and Roard i:ontract
Contact the Dining Services Office, 103 Hill:or ,rnmons, 581-4706

;1AL
ing rach

York, Stewart, Hilltop
Dining Commons
7-9:30am M-F
Breakfast
Ilam-2pm Sat/Sun
Brunch
llam-1:30pm M-F
Lunch
4:30-6:45pm Sun-Th
Dinner
4 30-6730pm Fri/Sat
Dinner
Stodder
7am-9:30pm M-F
Breakfast
11 am-1:30pm M -F
Lunch
4:30-6:30pm M-F
Dinner
7am-10pm M -F
Bear's Den
llam-9pm Sat/Sun

Penobscot Paint Products
191 Exchange St.
Bangor, ME
945-3171

•
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For Friday, September 18
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRT
HDA1':

Although you are never very happ
y about
iriakitig changes in your habitual
routine.
your intense curiosity often motiv
ates you
to branch out in new and different
directions. Pursuing personal interests
and hobbies can sometimes develop into a
profitable
full-time career!

ARIES(March 21 - April 19): A

hectic
so you
may have to pass on a friend's invit
aticn to
go prowling around town tonight.
Stay in,
relax and play cards. or just veg out
:n front
of the tube.
A'eek has you feeling a hit run down
,

I'M A SIPrLt
MAX, 1108IKS

leu;.v iEsTvzilvi
%
gi.b.

fr

'IOU WANT'ED
PAUCLEAR PCIPI'Rg)
CAR 114AT(MI)
TURN INTO A JET
WITIA LASER-GUIDED
'HEAT- SEFIc NG
MISSILES'

I'm & SIMDLE
',411-14
LoMPLEA TAsI
ESJ

.r'r\

—14\11kiL
'

I
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Fox TROT

t) Bill Amend

TAURUS(April 20- May 20): A prthtem at work has everyone scrambli
ng and
you may he asked to take on an
as.signrnent
that is out of your field of expertise.
Give it
a try - you may discover a hidden talen
i
GEMINI(May 2i - June 20): An aggressive associate may try to enlirt your
backing in a challenge to the powers that
he
at work. Their plan is riddled with
holes.
stick to your own agenda and let other
s
question authority.

CANCER(June 21 -July 22): A member of the opposite sex walks a thin
line
between love and hate and cannot
decide
whether you need chastising or affec
hon.
Cohfusion could make them An or say
odi
things.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Use your
enhanced persuasiveness to convince others of the value of your ideas. The enthu
sipo hat you exude helps you make
asmt
your
pointy

C AC'Jmursai

Thu.;
ABoUT
NtbftTMN?fc5.

VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Voicing
your opinion on a contruversial issue at
work could come hack to haunt you. Selec
t
your words carefully when confronted. You
don't get paid enough to take this kind
of
flack!

S no.cm,
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want to do tonight is relax and
recoup.
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LIBRA(Sept.23- Oct.22): N'out energy is at its peak early in the morning and
steadily declining throughout the day . Accomplish whatever you must first thing

Lati

by Jeff MacNell

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): You
needn't he extravagant in order to have a
good time with those close to you. Invit
e
some friends or relatives over for even
an
ing
of light entertainment or simp
ly enjoy the
company of a loved one.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
Although you believe you have discovered
the source of a friend's roma
ntic troubles.
don't he too quick to present your
theory as
the might not take the mess
age the way it is
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan.19): What
you thought were well-conce
ived plans may.
go awry this morning. hut
don't let that stop
you from striving for you goal
s! lmprovisabon is perhaps your great
est strength. so if
you can't do as von wish,
do what you can.
AQUARilS 1Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Trust
you instincts when putti
ng together a plan of
action for an upcoming proje
ct. Ask tough
questions and follow through
on Vour hunches: They'll pay off in a
big way!
PISCES (Feb. 19 - Nlarch 20): Facts
and figures can be dece
iving, but like it or
not they count heavily at
work or at school
now Persevere thro
ugh trying times and
th
.oeuf
risnanci al support that
vou seek will be

mber 18, 1992
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Carl Paul
For Saturday,September 19
IF TODAY IS YOUR Blk I Itlaa 1 :
Painstakingly precise when it comes to
money matters, you carefolly work out detailed budgets from which you seldom vary.
Consequently, you tend to amass a substann al nest-egg. Budgets have their limitations,
however,and it's wise to review your financial arrangements and search for new sources income periodically.
ARIES(Manch 21- A prii 19):Inipmvet'.
communication makes it possible for famila
disputes and old resentments to be healed
with a determined diplomatic effort on your
part. A smile takes some of the sting out of
the harsh words y cu have to say.
TAURUS(April 20- May 20): You need
to he at your dip!ornafic best Aith lovers and
family members or risk alienating them all!
The hard truth can wait until tomorrow, and
by then it might not be so important_
GEMUSI(May 21 -June 20): Your tone
and manner play a big pan in defusing a
potentially explosive social situation. Conceal any hint of aggression in you words or
attitude and if others continue to be unreasonable, step out I harm's way.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): A disagreement over how to spend family resources or manage jointly-held property is
.a the core of a A^:r—stic dispute. Remain
calm while discussing the topic or raw emotion will make it impossible to resolve.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): A flash of
inspiration from out of the blue helps you to
come up with creative ways to improve
efficiency or cut costs at work. This is a
surefue way to attract positive attention
from those in authority!
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept 22): Personal
needs and desires make it tough to concentrate
on work_ but a competitive associate gets you
hack on track_ Don't neglect financial detains
07 it will prove costly later in the month.
LIBRA (Sept.23 - Oct.22): Educational
pursuits help you in every phase of your life.
Further developing professional skills will
increase your marketability, while you could
also meet an intriguing stranger in class.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23- Nov. 21): When
arbitrating a quarrel.listen carefully to what
both sides have to say and keep your opinion
to Yourself for the time being. Gather information for new and assimilate it once all the
facts are in.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
Explore new interests and different philosophies, as anything you do to broaden your
horizons now enriches your life tremendously ! A few soothing words can greatly
reduce the fears of an anxious mate
CAPRICORN (Dec.22- Jan. 191: The
results of your previous efforts in school or
work finally become evideni giving you a
wonderful sense of accomplishment! Ignore the rumors of impending doom at work
- there is no substance to hack it up.
AQUARIUS(Jan.20 - Feb. 18): Sound
judgement and a willingness to take a chance
can turn your dreams into cash now! Keep :low profile and proceed with your plans alonc
as you can't expect much help from anyone
PISCES(Feb. 19- March 20: It is not
In your interest to take command of a difficult situation at work. Let a colleague stick
his neck out if he wants to- You're better of:
..harting an independent course for the time
being

FntertainmentPages
Doonesbury

BY DIEGO TUTWEILLER

BY DIEGO TUTWEILLER
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Correction
In the 9/9 edition of The Maine Campus.the story "Diamond eager ft.r challenge of Public Information- contained an error.
In the storv • Diamond was identified as an associate professor of journalism. when he is actually an assistant professor of
journalism.
Some ind it id uals hate misinterpreted the editor's note accompany ing the column -Pay Attention- in the 9/16 edition of
The Maine(ainpus. The author was a member of theCampus'staff who wishes to remain anon s mous. Vs bile the editor's note
was written tit Nlelissa Adams, the column was not.
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Jill Berryman
With tuition on the rise again, I think it's time
for the Umveisity of Maine System Board Jf Trustees to
have a lesson in
Microeconomics.
Let's start with the basics.
Demand — the quIntities of various goods (clas
ses) that
people (students) are willing and able to buy
during some period (not good in a recession).
Supply -- the outputs(classes) sellers(BOT)will
provide under alternative
conditions during a given period.
•
An increase in demand results in a decrease in supp:
y, which normally means
an increase in price. Is the BOT telling us the dema
nd to come to the university
is so great that they can raise the cost of tuition in
order to increase re,enue?
Now, last I heard, high school seniors pretty much
coe.7...lered UMaine to be a
back up school. Don't get me wrong. I'm not knoc
king the university, I'm 'Llere.•
--.001110-.g. It's just reality.
In order to increase rt.enue, the amount paid by
the number of students who
stay will have to be greater than the revenue
lost by those not returning. Of
course it is possible, but not highly likely.
Elasticity — the sensitivity of one variable
ielati e to son- e other variable.
Basically what this one refers to is what will happ
en to the number of students if
tuition rises. One variable is dependant upon
the other.
If a product is relatively elastic, Lien when the
price increases, the total revenue. decreases - fewer students decide to enrcq
because of the tuition increase.
If a product is relatively inelastic then when price
increase, the total revenue
increase.
The BOT seems to consider an education at
UMair.e as 2n inelastic product.
They are trying to increase revenue by charg
ing the students. more for something
that may very well be becoming less, with class
sections being cui With fewer
sections available, it is possible the educationa exper
l
ience will be drawn out in
order to meet all of the requirements for a degre
e. This. in turn will cost the student more money.
If the BOT considers an education at UMaine
to be inelastic, then they think
they can continue to raise the cost of tuition and
the students will continue to
pay it. The university is not a Monopoly — the
lone seller of a good that has no
close substitutes. There are other colleges, arid
it might even become the case
that out of state students will find it cheaper to
artead schools in their own states.
Does the BOT think that if we are already stude
nts here they will not leave
because of a little tuition increase?
What happens to those who are not able to absor
b the cost of the increase?
The BOT needs to realize that when price is
reduced, the demand increases.
If this university could lower the cost ot tuiti
on and still maintain academic excellence, the number of new students would
produce the extra revenue necessary
to make up for the budget shortfall.
l'he truth is that students take the cost of an insti
tution into consideration
when choosing which school to attend. This
makes an education at the university an elastic process and the BOT needs to start
viewing it that way.
Jill Berryman is a journalism major who took
microeconomics during Ma\
term and who wishes Alice would keep herfinge
rnails out ofthefries.
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t)e Awarene55

Be aware or beware?

Rape and Sexual Assault Awareness which blur
red the true focus ofthe week.
Week has come to an end, and unfortu- It seem
s on Monday we began Rape
nately, many University of Maine stu- Awarenes
s Week and today we areending
dents will not be sorry to see it go.
Stereotype Awareness Week.
This week, however, was only the
With weeks focusing on blacks,gays
first of several awareness weeks that will and subs
tance abuse still on the way,can
he observed this year. The question is— we
expect to see even more conflicts arise
do these weeks accomplish the goals they whic
h defeat the purpose of the weeks?
are intended to?
The fact is, many students do not think
During awareness weeks, many pro- about the
issues presented by awareness
grams are offered by the university which week
s until these weeks roll around,then at
are designed to bring students together to that
time studentstake sides,place blame or
prevent crimes, alleviate tensions or pro- choo
se not to show support for the issue at
vide support to those students in need.
all. Check outthe unusual scarcity ofLevis
Over the course of Rape Awareness walking
around the mall on bluejeans day.
Week, however, tensions increased and
In the future, students are going to
tempers flared due to the childish pranks need
to grow up and tackle issues together
ofa group ofobnoxious notoriety seekers if
awareness weeks are to be successful. If
who separated the campus and attached thes
e weeks continue along the path they
blame to the issue at hand.
are on, we may see more organizations
This group sparked a rash of back- targ
eted by renegade groups and more
and-forth name calling and blame placing
problems created than are erased.

* Summer employment

No simple solution
AfterlastFriday'seditorial aboutsumMaine economy in the largest sense, and
mer employment and school scheduling,
are integral to student economic survival
.
The Campus wascontacted by Kent Price,
Ifstudents are asked toforfeitoneortwo
the assistant to Chancellor Woodbury.
weeksofgainful employment,one must
ask
Price wanted to clear up why the current
the question how many students are not
able
scheduling system is in place.
to return toschool withoutthatextra
money?
Price said when he was attending the
Businesses,which are a vital economic
iriversity, whoa always began after labor
force in the state,also suffer when
summer
day,asthe Campus editorial supported. Howhelp has to leave to return to school
leaving
ever,Price also said that due to the scheduling
then shorthanded. This forces the
employconflicts,studentswouldbesaddledwithho
me- ers to either hire temporary
help
,
or
to pay
work during Christmas lxealc And in
fact, a great deal of overtime
to overworked
finals would take place after the break
help. When schoolstarts before Labo
r Day,
This methodofschedulingdoes notseem
it is leaving businesses shorthan
ded
in
to make much sense when examined
one
. How- of the busiest times of
the year.
ever,the alternative may be a worse
option.
Obviously there is no simple
soluMany students in New England are
tion, but it appears that simp
ly
employed in seasonal businesses. Thes
having
e more students able to
afford school is the
businesses are a major constituent of
the better option.
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Declaring war it UNTaine Greeks
reaffirm ideals
He N, Maine Campus Editor:

We decided io send y ou something too.
Since it was an afterthought we did not even
bother to rewrite it. Cover our story more
[lositively and we might tip you off to something in the future.
David:
Thanks for printing our message in HUBRIS. We gave a copy of it to three people
hoping you would eventually ;et it. And you
did. We would have mailed it but we couidnfind our copies of HUBRIS over the summer.
r.)h well. Now we know.
Abou: the ie..action it goi along with the
flyers, hay that's cool realty. We wanted to
publicize our group to the masses and the
Maine Campus and you did it for us. Yours
as better in our minds. ihe Maine Campus
assholes fucked us over.
The fraternity thing was phase one of our
"injustice awareness" week of publicity. Our
staff was planning to hit the other side of
campus and other areas when we got wind of
the police involvement. As a note to you we
weren't going to leave off with the trots. Next
was each dorm on campus, followed by student government, followed, by scions teams
followed by The Maine Campus newspaper.
You were obviously not on the list.
A little more about our group: our membeiahip exceeds 50 people at the moment,
some on campus some off. Most of us live
nght in the midst of where the flyers went up.
SOIlle of us are from other universities along
the east coast.Some are even members ofone
of the frats that we shit on. We are looking for
new members all the time but because of the
investigation all wecan say is"do more ofthis
type of shit and your automatically a member." Just be careful, it doesn't fly very well
with many 1Mainers.

If people read our HUBRIS article they
1.0 the Etittof
thereof met all financial obligations in a
would know we are about rnrwp than just
tuuety
manner, (rmembership dues, rent.
hating rapists, but who knows? Unfortuna
teIn an effort to clear various misconcep- room and board expenses,
etc.)
ly, we are in an active phase for the moment
tions about the Greek system here at the
5)
Our
Fraternity
Sorority
acknowledgwhich is too bad. We will be back at some
University of Maine, we would like to pub- es that a clean, healthy, and attractive
envipoint
licly reaffirm the ideals and standards upon ronment is essential to both physical
and
The people who are "disappointed" and
which we barie our existence.
mental health. therefore we do all in our
pissed at us at the moment are the same people
It is urgent we set the record straight in power to see that the chapter
property is
who will also be disappointed and pissed at
order to abolish any confusion derived from properly cleaned and maintaine
d.
the first rape of the semester, the first racial
unfair stereotypes plaguing our community.
6) Our Fraternity/Sorority neither uses
incident, the first sexist remark and the first
Our presence critically depends on 10 nor supports the use of illegal drugs;
we
homophobic incident. Or will they? 'Maybe
accreditation standards accepted by every comply with all state laws and Universit
y
we do advocate violence and a crude awareGreek organization on this campus and :hey regulations regarding the Ire of alcohol.
Ilet,S when it comes to iiese injustices but
,
at
are as follows:
7 7Fraternit//S. onInty respectsour propleast we advocate something. W.A.R. is not
erty a: ic property ofothers: NO therefore
the probienl.
W .A.R rni44-1 h. thartcy..yr
lervolttliM:e.
aa: abuse of property
Hey David, we wish you luck in your
arc- the Sth,jell0 'A'
.11SCUSS:.;::
r Fraternity/Sorority recognizes the
ongoing battle with the campus brain-dead
do strive to incorporate them in our daily necessity of involving Alumni in all
phases
and hope to keep in touch. Do us a favor aad
lives.
of Greek Life.
call those assholes atTlic Maine Campus and
2) Our Fraternity/Sorority can demon9)Our Fraternity/Sorority endorses coltell them they should be showing our group in
strate that it is striving toequal the All Student laboration and cooperation with our
Naa more positive light.They owe us because we
G.P.A.
tionalVInternational Headquarters.
gave them a fucking wee'es worth of stories
3) Our Eaternity/Sorority respects the
10) Members of our Fraternity/Sorority
and letters.
dignity of all persons and does not physical- challenge and confront all who fail to
live up
Finally, if the police c ame knocking tell
ly, mentally, psychologically, or sexually to the ideals of Greek Life.
them they will have plenty ofopportunities to
abuse or haze any human being.
deal with us in the future. If we are correct and
Our Fraternity/Sorority and the members
I nterfraternity/Panhellenic Council
there are warriors out there already that will
join our cause then they will have plenty more
Loci° then just rip down -200"(more like 700)
•Sheriffs department
posters. Thanks again.
Sincerely,

Sneaky st uad ron

W.A.R.(sorry, only code names) — J.D.
Wanda"D.C." Williams, Malcolm X TermiTo the Editor:
nation, Katrina "The Killer Wore lie-Dye"
Smith,Temple,John Fucking Doe.Ima MovThe Penehscott County Sheriff's deing Target. Jimmie Lumpa, PE #1, PE #2, partment played a really cheap trick on me
Frank, J.'The Punisher" J.. Thelma. Louise, Aug. 29 and I know that because
of this
Joe Montana,Larry Bird, Jamie(I don't even low blow, I will have a rotten feeling and
like this state)W.,John Proffit Offit,Leonard, attitude towards all police officers for quite
Jim-Jim,"Carrol O'Connor".and anyone else some time.
out there who believes in W.A.R.
This is what happened...
About two weeks ago I received a letter
in the mail telling me that I was randomly
selected to receive a free pair of sneakers.
should be no longer than 250 words.
The letter looked quite official and exLetters may be sent to:
plained that a new line of footwear would
be
out on the market soon and that I was
The Maine Campus
privileged to be able to test them out and
Suite 7A Lord Hall Orono, ME 04469
critique them first.
All I had to do was show up at the
The Maine CalilintS reserves the right to edit all
Howard Johnson Motor Lodge on Satursubmissions for length, taste and libel.
day, Aug. 29 at the requested time and
location.
Naturally I was happy about this and
•The Maine Campus
anticipated the upcoming day anxiously. I
just happen to be a physical education major
so sneakers are important to me.
Many other people received similar letters and about nine of them showed up at
ing beyond that which has been appeanng in Howard Johnson's to pick up their sneakers,
To the Editor:
which were supposedly valued at $129 95.
the Maine press
Shortly after entering the specified pick
masthead
names
your
majority
on
of
The
Although I am not an official member of
the university community, I recently sub- appropriately form the base of the Campus, up point we were informed that we all had a
scribed to The Maine Campus because I feel for without them we eye of the pyramid could warrant out for our arrest and were going to
strongly drawn by the university's spirit of neither see nor be seen(Check the pyramid on jail —directly tojail. Then in walked a squad
inquiry, social awareness development, self- your one dollar bill). You are NOVUS ORDO of deputees — with handcuffs. We were
discovery, and the natural joy, vitality, intu- SECLORUM—the New World Order; and immediately cuffed in twos and taken to the
yours will become the New World Democra- Penobscott county jail.
ition, and humor of youth.
As it turns out! was wanted by the sheriffs
Your first two issues — especially the cy. I salute you all —from President to dishdepartmei
occupatio
n becuase of an unpaid fine, of
n).
editorials by Editor Melissa Adams and washer(my
which
I
only $60 past due in payments.
was
Managing Editor Jill Berryman—carried that
The
other
people
Valmore
Vardamis
arrested also had unpaid
spirit into my home and mind, where their
fines.
Whether
or
Bangor,
their crimes were more
not
Me.
inspiration will raise my thinking and writ-

Ixtten to the Editor
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Cheers for The Campus

serious I don't know. I firmly believe that the
sheriff's department — of whom I think are
slimy, deceiving people who don't give a
aamn if I feed my baby or not— should have
handled the payment of court fines in an onthe-level manner.
It was wrong to deceive a number of
people and then laugh about it in front of our
faces and lam still livid about what happened.
Why couldn't they give me a phone call
informing me that if! don't pay on my fine the
poiice would come for me? Why couldn't
they come to my home instead of tricking me
the way they did?
think what angers me the most is that I
was notified that it would take thirty minutes
at Howard Jonhnson's to get the sneakers,so
I lect my baby with a new sitter, in a strange
house, expecting to he right back. My sitter
would have a half hour after I got back to get
herself to work.
Well, because it took four hours to get
bailed out of jail, my sitter had to leave my
baby with her parents so that she could go to
work.My baby didn't know the people watching her, nor were the people watching her people I've never even met— equipped to
care for my baby for four hours. It really
upset me that I had to leave try baby under
those conditions, but the sheriff's department doesn't care.
So what's the moral of the story? Don't
get caught with a petty misdemeanor which
you can't afford to pay the fine for.
Anything that is too good to be true, is a
farce. And, coppers aren't always out for
the good of the people.

Deborah Karchenes
Iiolden
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•Rape Awareness Week

UMain' e men pledge allegiance to rape survivors

By Peter Cock
Staff Writer

Approximately 25 men from the University of Maine community showed up on
Wednesday in front of Fogler Library to
show their cot-tun:uncut to helping stop cape.

Troy Peterson, chair of Men Against
Rape, spoke briefly at noon about the purpose of the ceremony and about his organization.
M.A.R,sponsors ofthz event,is made up
of male students who are concerned about
the issue otrapc,and who educate other men

Fogler Library
introd„ctibon to Library N/
Information Resources

about the probleni.
Peterson urged the men atom i him to
take blue ribbons and tie them to the United
Against Rape and Sexual Assault Memorial
on the mall to show their support for the
victims of rape, and also to show their commitment to helping stop rape and sexual
assault on campus.
Aiso given out were small blue cards
which ru.d: "1 (space frit name), pledge to
respect women's voices, to hear the word
NO and to do what i can to help stop RAPE
and SEXUAL ASSAULT."
On the other side was written: "MEN'S
PLEDGE OF AL1,IANCE."
Peterson said the ribbons and cards"give
men a way of speaking out and showing
support for Men Against Rape."
The ribbons are available for the remainder of the week.
Peterson also recommended that men of
the UMaine community attend events scheduled for the remainder of the week.
He said l`w hopes men on campus w:1;
recognize that rape is a problem that needs
solving.
Other events scheduled for the week
were seminars and movies on subjects such

Why didn't
think of that?

-What's in the Library and How to Find It
-How to use URSUS(The University of
Maine System's Com pilt-pri,..,1 Library
Catalog)
•

Where:

9-10 AM
9-10 AM

tiNT-Ve,1

it...4 ea +

Fogler Lthrary, 1st Fl Conference Rm

When: Tues Sept 22
Wed Sept 23

as date rape, pornography. 2:-../-letes for sexual responsibility. a United Against Rape
and Sexual Assault march, and a Candlelight Vigil.
"It's fabulous that men are clearly showing their concern for the issue,and taking the
pledge is a good way of showing commitment," Sheri Cousins, chair of the United
Against Rape and Sexual Assault week committee, said.
Cousins was on hand to give out blue
ribbons.
Women near the memorial applauded
and shouted encouraging words men tied
the blue ribbons, which show their commitment to helping stop rape next to the red
ribbons.
The red ribbons denote victims and those
affected by rape on the Rape and Se:.ual
Assault Memorial.
Chris DeBeck. a journalism major, said
he put up a ribbon because"Rape is as much
a men's problem as a women's problem.
is on both men and women to crop
rape, because both are equally affected by
it .rape makes situations between men ane
women more tense.
It almost gives society a fear of men."

its

bringing their car:

rry,

rfLa

JIIl
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If you run into a problem with your car,
make sure you bring it into Smart's Auto Body in Old Town
•
•
•
•
•

Foreign and Domestic Repairs
24 Hour Wrecker Service
Collision Repairs
Complete Paint jobs
Rust Repairs
Reasonably -Priced

on FOTVIRTI
and ilomeatie Repain
with your MaineCanrd

Smart's Auto Body
-424 North Main Strret Old Town
engine, I-lours Phone
27-2 141
Night, & Weekends Ii27-%14
Sid Smart. Owner

V's iret
0.111113 rvi;16-1,LAIIU

$349.00is t%
1992 Timbedine
$389.00
19cri
OutpoLA
$289.00
Rose
1992 CT Pantera
$525.00
36A Main St. Orono 866-3525
1992 CT Iaiera
$335.00
-Z- 14414'1•15,_
;
E. save
1991 17.5" Jamis Dakar Sport $749.00 Full XT
I 9_, I

Bike
41'\\

. Ask about Monday & Friday Rides

Hours: Mon 9-5

Tues.-Thurs.'9-7

fri. 9-5

Sat. 9-4

Closed Sunday

fiber 18, 1992
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4) world ieeder

Mitterand diagnosed with cancer, won't retire

PARIS(AP)— President Francois Mitterrand announced Wednes4ay he has prostate cancer,but dismissed retirement rumors
and pushed ahead with his crusade in favor
of an important referendum on European
unity.
The president's doctors said a biopsy
during surgery Friday showed malignant
lesions. Mitterrand left Cochin Hospital on
Wednesday after a six-day stay.
The doctors, Adolphe Steg and Claude
Gubler,said the 75-year-old president would
resume his activities "after a briefconvalescence," and would vote in Sunday's referendure on European Community plans for
political and eco:lomic union.
A "yes" vote would be the most powerfullegacy ofthe Socialist leader's presidency, which began in 1981 and is scheduled to

end in 1995. A "no" vote could
likely kill classic cancerous lesions, which thousands fectly
normal life," Beregovoy said.
the treaty, which Denmark
already has re- of Frenchmen have." He said Mitten-and
Medica
l experts pointed out that the
jected.
would take hormonal medication that would health bulletin was too vague
to determine
In a televised debate on the
treaty not hinder his normal activities.
the progression of the cancer_
Wednesday night.lean-Marie Le Pen,leadThe illness raised questions about MitIt was unclear whether news of the iller of the far-right National Front
which ten-and's future. His age and increasing un- ness might bring
a sympathy vote in Sunopposes closer ties with Europe,
charged popularity have led to speculation that he day's referen
dum
for
an underdog president
that the announcement of Mieeeiand's
can- might resign hetore his term expires.
who
has
staked
his
politica
l prestige on the
cer had been timed to elicit sympath
etic
Asked about an eventual early retire- outcome i atest polls showed treaty
critics
"yes" votes in the referendum.
ment as he left the hospital. Mitten-and re- and supporters nearly in
a dead heat, with a
Health Minister Bernard Kouchnet,sharplied good-naturedly: "There is no reason large percentage undecid
ed .
ing the podium with Le Pen,shouted at
him for that. I don't think they gave me a lobotOn leaving the hospital. Mitten-and said
in rage, "Have you no shame?"
omy:."
he hoped "very intensely that the French ...
The presidential palace said Mitterrand's
Mitterrana, wtio returned to the Ely,,see opt for yes."
illness was "not of a serious character and
palace, said he would preside over next
"I believe in my heart and my mind that
absolutely did not endanger the life of the Wednes
day's Cabinet meeting "if all goes Fiance's future can only be enhanced
It is a
president."
well."
great test for democracy."
Gubler,Mitten-and's personal physician,
"This medical treatment is without side
Of his own battle with cancer, he said it
said the president's ailment "consists of effects
and allows the patient to lead a per- is "an honorable combat with cheseIf.
•'

•Lobstering
4sat

New England Fishery Council may restrict legal lobster size

KENNEBUNKPORT, Maine (AP) -The New England Fishery Council, under a
iot nianagi4: 6,c ;e1,1on's lobster resource, is explor-

ing its options, officials said.
Failure to deliver the report by the end
of December 1993 would allow the federal
government to institute its own tighter restrictions on the legal size of lobsters.
The worries about meeting the deadline
were voiced Wednesday,a day acter a report
was presented showing that the Gulf of
Maine's lobster population increased in recent years while the percentage of lobsters
caught decreased.
Past studies have indicated that the lobster resource in Maine and New England is
dwindling and that new steps are needed to
ensure that the resource doesn't become
overfished.
"There's an issue of whether or whether
not there is overfishing,- said Patricia Fiorelli, spokeswoman for the council.
The debate over the status of the lobster
resource means more time is needed for
assessments of the stock next spring. The
delay could make the council miss its deadline, Fiorelli said.
If the council misses the deadline, federal authorities could institute changes
increasing the minimum size, or gauge,
for lobsters from 3 1/4 inches to 3 9/32
inches.
The council authorized Richard Rowe,
northeast regional director of the National
Marine Fisheries Service, to look at options
for delaying the deadline.
It also ordered a scientific working group
to report on what kind of data is needed to
establish with certainty the condition of the
lobster resource in New England.
Maine lobsternien say the stocks in the

Gulf of Maine are better than other lobster

are'.

•sr
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temale and larger

lobsters.
Many other states do not have such laws,
they said.
Butsome scientists think the report overstated the population and underestimates
the lobster mortality rates.
The study also found the lobster popula-

tion in the Georges Bank-Southern NeN
Engflad area has
rate has increased since 983.
-There are a lot more questions than
there are answers- in the report. said Steve
Murawski,a scientist with the federal Northeast Fisheries Science Center in Woods
Hole. Mass., who presented the findings
Tuesday.

•

,-eher subjects,there was no action hy
.1415.:"Aler '`7
is working on a proposal to control the
resource by limiting the number of days for
scallop fishing.
Work is proceeding on the scallop proposal.said committee chairman PhiIip Coates.
The draft proposal for public hearings could
eompleted ".7
erid of Octohei
flr
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In 1899, five men started an organization designed
for men
who were tired of having to fit a mold.
These five men put personal worth and character above

wealth
or rank. And since that day the tradition has continued. Not
for
wealth, rank or honor, but for personal worth and character
This organization is

TAU KAPPA EPSILON
A group of men that havejoined into one bond as Brothers.
If you have what it takes to be part of a working group of men
that have become brothers, then TICE is for you!

- WHY NOT FIND OUT -

Ouch.

Monday Sept. 14th
Monday Night Football
rush with snacks 8:30pm
Thursday Sept. 17th
Mexican Night 5:00pm

Tuesday Sept. 22nd
Dinner with the
Brothers
and Movie Night
•5:00pm Dinner
•8:00pm Movies

Thursday Sept. 24th
Casino Night with a
Sorority!
7:30pm
Seriously a lot of Fun!
Come meet the brothers.

The Maine Campus, Friday. September 18,1992
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to them," she said.
The crime occurred heredunng Rape
Awareness Week Het ease was successfully
prosecuted. she said
One second year student :hared her attempt to reconstruct her life.
'I haven't any courage,"she said."My life
was aj
'oke. I went to my first party last week.
it was hell.'
She said she needed her friend to accom-

pany her. "I told her,'I can't go unless you say
you'll he there, literally beside me the Vk hole
step of the wa)
Treena Bishop recognized her fears.
"When you have to fear a group of men even
for a second, equality is gone," she said.
Several men voiced theirfeelingsfor victims.
'There are virirrestL cart - ?•orar ratpciort"
senior Ethan Strimling said. 'They 're people
that we know. and people that we don't know."

Some organizers were concerned at the
lack of representation from the Greek community at the
'Withoutthesupportofthe hats we won'the
able to solve this problem of rape." Bishop said.
Ann Ferrarone said fraternity members
are not any more likely to commit a rape than
Irian
any
President of Delta Tau Delta fraternity ,
Kevin Greene, said he felt the timing of the

vigil was had. His ft aternity is in the middle
of rush veek.
Melanie Bauzenberger, a member of Pi
Beta Phi sornrity, agreed. "I don't think any
of the sororities were able to attend due to
formal rush," she said.
The hour- long vigil ended with embraces
and words of encouragunent. "Just take this
light with you and know you did something
very extraordinary tonighe"Ferrarone said

feel very sensitive to this isshe." t'arter
-aid. 'It's fatally good io see the students

rallying again"
The marchers seemed tot*evenly distrib-

uted between men and women.
"I'm tired of heing pan of a group that
exploits and that's why I'm marching today."
Chip Temm,a male senior International Affairs major. said.
' The numbers seem down this year compared to last year."Treena Bishop,a member
ofPeet Fclucators and fifth year student. said.
In the past we've seen a lot of support
from fraternities and sororities," Bishop said.
)e.ti we didn seem to have as much.
That's too had."
The police escort detoured the group to
oae, tl-irough the driveway of the Sigma Chi,

Pi Beta Phi and Delia Tau l)elta houses.
The shouting marchers were met tw waving and clapping Pi Phi sisters and Delta Tan
brothers who applauded the cause
"It was good to see that kind of reaction."
Temna said The marchers reached their final
destination. the Memorial Union, at 5 p.m.
where they were met hy Student Government
President Brent Littlefield.
The numbers are a little depressing,"
lAttlefiekl said.
"I'm encouraged by any number that shows
up" Barker said. "We won't put up with
violence any more."
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let the peoPle 1 )tC on drug policy.
lie said he does not consider himself the
leader of a militant organization, and feels
people's rights have been violated in drug
busts.
"If an agent of mine were to violate
sorra& body's rights, and it was brought to my
attention, they would not be working for
me." Amoroso said.

.• KERMA • SAN MARCO- RAICHLE • TECNICA • LANGE • DOLOMITE- DACHSTEIN • KOF

'Police should use discretion to enforce
any laws. I believe most do use discretion,
and the police are not the ones who have
declared a war on drugs It was the politicians who used that slogan around ejection
time to get the voters attention.- he said.
Amoroso said he is dismayed by the
attitudes adults have toward marijuana. alcohol and other substances.

H • DYNASTAR • FISCHER • BUZZARD KASTLE•

Rodgers Ski & Sport
6th Annual $2 MILLION SKI & CLOTHiNG BLOWOUT SAL
E
Bangor Auditorium at Bass Park—Sept, 17-20
Thurs. 6pm-9pm • Fri. & Sat. 9am-8pm • Sun. 10am-4pm
Lange TSH Heated Boots
All Raichle Ski Boots
Reg $425
Assorted Cross-Country Skis
Reg.$425
Vied
NOW $99
Sl5C7

NOW $29

2O
.
OFF
•
. LIST

Tyroila 570 CID Binding

Over 2000 Jackets &
Pants

Assorted Schneider Ski Clothing

UP TO 60%OFF

$1 S5

Kids Package
Authler Ski
Marker M-18
Pole
MT & Test

180.
120.
35
35.
S370. value

3-Piece Component Jacket
$160 Value

.NOW $109
Kids Skis And Boots

STARTING AT $49
Kids Bindings

STARTING AT $39
6
4.

Adult Intermediate Package:
Fischer Kelvar Ski
295.
Marker M-24
150.
Pole
35
MT & Test
35
$515. value

5O t80'OFF
125.
100.
25
20
10.,

S408. value

NOW $199

NOW $129

Plus Dolomite 373 BOOTS
Reg $165

Adult. Schneider Racing
Pants
Valued to $400

-Taft! package NOW
ONLY $289
• Buy any 92/93 racing ski at
full list and get a marker M 48

Xib

•
aff
CA
CA
111*
ro
0

y
I

Cross-Country Package.
Kastle Ski
Tyrolia 504 Boot
Tyrolia Binding
Pole
MT & Test

.
211

NOW $109
• Certified Technicians
will be on hand to
mount your equipment.

AMES PRICES YOU CAN'T AFFORD NOT TO SHOP THE RODGERS'SKI & SPORT SALE,
SEPT 17-20.
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Sports Ticker

this

• Black Bear aridders take on Northeastern

I •Profile: women's basketball coach Joanne F'alombo

I
•Maine Football

Black Bears look for revenge vs Huskies
By Chad Finn

Sports Editor

BOSTON (API- Suptestars Wade
Boggs and Roger Clemens calmed a
simmering feud in a frustrating season for the last-place Boston Red Sox.
They held peace talks with manager
Bateh Hobson less than 24 hours after
Clemenssaid he lost respect for his teammate for influencing an official scoring
change that increased Clerriens' earnedrun average.
The chenge didn't help Clemens'
chances for 3 fourth Cy Young Award,
perhaps the only major accomplishment
•..nir,g for the team.
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NEW YOR K("API— Jim Keily, who
passed for a career-high 403 yards in
Buffalo's 34-3; emir-hack victory
aarI eranciaco. arid 1311413 Bay's Vinny
Testaverde, who had the 12th 300-yard
passing game of his eaceer, were named
NFL Offensive Players of the ara•ake
Chosen as defensive players of the
week werecomertaacks Rod Woodson of
the Pittsburgh Steelen and Todd Lyght
of the Los Angeles Rama.
Kelly completed 22 of 33 passes for
three touchdownsfor AR- offensive playa honors.Testaverde was named NFU's
offensive player for his 22 of 25, 363yard performance with two touchdowns
and no interceptions as the Bites defeated
Green Bay 31-3.

Washington @: Nebraska
Stu Davis: 21-14, Huskies
Chad Finn: 27-17, Huskies
Chris Castellano: 38-.31, Huskies
Colleen Ryan: 42-28, Huskies
Guest"Birdy the Greek":26-10,Neb.

• Urvlaine women's soccer prE view

The Uneersity of Maine football team
yy ill have mere than winning on their minds
a hen they take on Northeastern ..ieturday at
Alumni Field.
They want revenge.
Last season. the Black Bears (2-0 overall. 1-0 in the Yankee Conference) played
perhaps their most impressive all-around
game of the season versus the Huskies(0-1,
0-0).only to lose 15-14 on a touchdown and
two-point conversion with just 56 seconds
left to play.
First-year quarterback Emilio
making his first collegiate start in that game,
almost brought the Black Bears on a gameinning dnve in the final seconds. But a Jeff
Mottola 43-yard field goal attempt was
blocked. and Northeastern escaped with a
very fonuaate victory.
UMaine Coach Kirk Fee-nu hopes it rs
his teaie Uldi collies away itak.y this year.
but says that his squad also must play well
again in order to he victorious.
"I anticipate a great game."Ferente said.
-The nvalry between the two teams has

resulted in some great Nudes through the
years. We just ha% e to go out and play hard
and play amite. and lee the rest take rare of
itself. Pat if we play well, we definitely are
capable of beating them."

p

111131
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Northeastern quarterback Ralph Barone
1-rie Huskies. who lost to Northern Arizona 21-14 in their season-opener last %seek.
once again have a high-octane offense that
resembles Boston 17niversity's Run-andShoot
Heading up Coach Barry Gallup's pass-

ef

"Ile presents us a N hole different set of
problems.- Ferentz said. "lie's very athletic, the kind ofkid who is capable of breaking
a big i;tay at any time. either by running or
throwing. With him and Barone at quarterback,they ha'e two different sty les to attack
us with."
See NORTHEASTERN on page 19

•Profile in Excellence

Palombo: A new generation of hoop
By Stuart Davis
Sports Writer
For first year Universin- of Maine women's basketball coach Joanne Palomho. this
will he a year of feu promises and many
surprises.
As she starts her first campaign. Palomhe will have onlv one returning starter and
many roster spots left to fill But she is
looking forward to the challenge.
"It's nice to have young players to mold
as leaders. It would he hard being a new

coach and co:-.4;n1.: in and try :ng to change a
hunch of seniors.- Palomho said
Part of the task for Palornho will he to
firkl the leaders to step forward and lead the
team.
"We need to establish a v.ork ethic v. here
players will step forward and take charge.
We don't have a star and really don't need
one as long as different people can step
fon% ard each game and make the difference." she said.
Palomho is a 1983 graduate of Brunswick High School and went on to star in

Northeastern O.' Maine
Davis: 27-13, Huskies'
Finn: 20-17, Black Bears
Castellano: 28-17. Huskies
Ryan: 14-10. Black Bears
Birdy: 21-13, Huskies
Richmond 0: Villanova
Davis: 31-21, Wildcats
Finn: 28-10, Wildcats
C-asteliano: 35-7. Wildcats
Ryan: 35-17, W;Meats
Birth: 17-13, Wildcats
Pro: Seattle (a' New England
Davis: 24-10, Seahav.:ks
Finn: 17-14. PatTiON
Castel)ano: 21-10, Patriots
Ryan: 21-7. Stahae.:ks
Birdy: 28-10. Seahawks
Giants (.1/' Chicago
Davis: 28-17, Bears
Finn: 28-24, Bears
Castellano: 21-17, Giants
Ryan: 27-21, Giants
Rudy: 21-17, Giants

oriented scheme is senior quarterback Ralph Bamne.
Bamne threw for 220k aryl,against Northeastern Arizona after lighting up the sky for
1.899 yards arid 18 touchdowns in '90.
"He(Barone)has shown he is capable of
running a very explosive offense," Ferentz
said "He has a year's experience under his
belt t BafIMP rninsfrrni fro-mr j,,rmyt
last season)and appears to have turned in.a
3 super passer "
But Ferentz warns to look out for the
Northeastern back-up quarterback. too.
Boston College transfer Clarzell Pearl. a
sophomore who has mastered the option
play. may see significant time at the helm of
the Huskies whether or not Barone falters.
Ferentz says Pearl is a y ery dangerous play-

New LIMaine women's basketball coach Joanne Palombo (K esow photo.)

hoops at Northwestern University. She categonzes her type of play- as "scrappy- and
feisty. and I loved to shoot the hall.- Her
team this year will have to adopt that same
attitude.
With very little height returning. Palomho knows her team needs to play "a control
game hut keep it at an up tempo pace and use
good shot selection." She also noted. "It's
how vou rebound. not just height that determines wins.Although she is reluctant to make any
promises on how her team will preform.she
does promise "we will he interesting. It will
he a surprise to see how we play and v. ho
will step forward that game.This chance to bring along a group of
young players was one of the reasons why
Palomho chose to conpe to Maine She also
cites the administration.spec ificalI y Athletic 1)116.101 MICh3e1 Ploszek.
"He and the administration ha% e some
Very sound ideas, and ha% e the program
heading in a good direction." she said.
Palomho said she didn't intend to go into
coaching. hut seer it as a long- term thing
now She likes all the aspects that are involved in coaching "You Clg to he so many
things as a coach. a mother. tnoti% aux.older
sister. salesperson and a lot more"
She veil also bring some other ow n new
coaching styles
"I'll bring a broad defensi% e philosophy
with the man-to-man and match up zone
along with some offenses that v.-ill work
with the people ye have.- she said.
Palomho said the most important thing is
for the team to "maximi7e itself and continue to learn about each other and the coach While the year will prohably he one of
earning and growth. it can he a start on the
Sec Palomtao on page 19
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•UMaine Women's Soccel

Palor

A glance at the 1992 UMaine women's soccer te

am

By Chris Castellano
Sports Writer

against Thomas College
Offensively, UMaine wil. rely primarily on sophomore midfielder Jennifer FaLast season, when the University of rina.
who shared team honors in goals
Maine women's soccer team played the
scored (six) with Rhonda Pelkey. and
University of Rhode Island, it marked the
Pelkey. who was second on the team in
first time that they had played a Division I
total points with 14.
team in the school's history:.
Other Black Bears who will likely conThe Black Bears played the Rams tough
tribute are sophomore forward Sharon Rothin that game. escaping from Rhode Island
well. who scored 62 goals in her frw(r_yeTr
w id* a tie
tsiicoie Ricci compiled eight careet ai Mt.
View High School. and firstsaves in that contest.
year performers Rachel Ryan and Kristen
This season. ('Maine will again play. Korsz
eniew
Rhode Island and according to Coach Diane
So far this season, the Black Bears have
Boencher. "we're really going to go after
compiled an 0-4 recorce with their latest
them in this one."
defeat coming at the hands of Harvard
List season, the Black Bears' defense Unive
rsity 1-0 in Cambridge, Mass.
was one of the bright spots. limiting 14 of
Wednesday.
their 16 opponents to under three goals.
In that game.Snooks made 12 saves on
This season, UMaine will also look for goal.
their defense to ignite their streaky ofOffensively. UMaine has tallied one
fense.
goal. (against Stonthill College) on the
"Defending ;s the big key. Last year our seaso
n. v..nen Sharon Rothwell rocketed 3
defense was ez: as conistent as we would
30-yard hoot thatjust squclked underneath
have liked." Boettcher said
the crossbar for her first goal on the • - '[hit season, the Black Bears will took seaso
n.
for co-captains Nicole Kimball and PatriIn the four losses, the Black Bears have
cia McBride. and sophomore Jennifer Sabeer. outscored 14-1.
tran, who sat out last season with an inju-We know that we're playing top quality
ry to provide added leadership in the
teams. It's just a matter of getting more
backfield.
assertive play from our strikers." Boettcher
The majority of the goalkeeping will be said.
handled by sophomore Allison Snooks, a
UMaine next plays the University of
standout goalkeeper at Framingham North
Rhode island on Sunday. Sept. 20 at 11:00
Fligh School. who compiled ten shutouts in
a.m. at Alumni Field in a rematch of last
her senior year.
years 0-0 tie.
Last season. Snooks started five games
The game also marks the Black Bears
in net. sharing a shutout with Ricci in a win
UMaine senior back Jen Curran, shown
first home game of the season.
in action last season, is a key to the
success of the '92 'Lean).(Kiesow phot
o.)
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Place: in the Bookstore
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Deposit: 520
Free Airline Ticket Drawing
Sign up at the ring table.
No purchase necessary.
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Call Keith at 581-7176 or

Pete at.581-71.74 for niore info
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Palombo
from page 17
future.
'The women's program here has always had a good name in New England
and
we will try and continue that madition,"
Palombo said.

isfering-Pritis

"The state of Maine has a
greet talent
pool tor women's basketball,
that is very
fortunate for this program."
Having once
been some of that talent hersel
f, she should
know.

Northeastern
from page 17
Defensively, Ferentz says, the Huski
es
are "very, very aggressive."
"They use :71 four ol2n line 0...4 by 1..erucn
end Byron Tumerl and blitz like crazy,"
Ferentz said. "We have to he r azor-sharp on
offense"
But if the Black Bears are to put up big
numbers offensively.sophomore quarterback
EMili0 Colon again will have to have
a big
came. Thus far this se2son. Colon has been
up to the challenge, throwing for 331 yards
and three touchdowns in his first two games.
hut with the high-pressure Husky D. Colon
may hare to throw irklre than he has so far.
If that occurs, look for Colon's newlydiscovered far(A-ite target, sophomore re,7eiver Steve Cates, to see a lot of the ball
early on, llong with fellow receivers Frizell
Davis.Tony Szydlowski.and Kenny Squires.

Besides, Fere.ntz said, the Black
Bears
don't want to run tailback Ben Sirma
ns tSh
carries, 223 yards over two games
t into the
ground so early' in the year.
"We hope to he more diverse offens
ivel r
this week," Ferentz said. "We
will try to
integrate more passing into our
offense so
Ben doesn't have to carry Se much
of the
workload
Defensively.. Larry Jones, Corey Parke
r
and Gang will have their hands full
with the
Husky offense. hut Ferentz says his
team is
very capable of keeping their retord
unblemished.
"We can compete with anyone on our
schedule when we are at our best. hut were
not. Pcod enough not to play hard ever'
week.- Ferentz said. "But I think the guys
will be ready to go Saturday."

Do you !ikei ports and eninv
writing? if so, try writing sports
for The Maine Campus. Give

as.

.7,
- al 2 lib.
Amons11111111b•
Open House
Saturday, September 19, 1992
3:30 - 5:00 pm
Jon us for cider and donuts and learn about affor
dable home
ownership near campus. Three bedroom townnous
es,2 1/2 baths
and a full basement for only S59,500. Low down paym
ent,low
interest financing. Part of the proceeds from each
sale goes to the
University of Maine Swimming & Diving Endowmen
t

Chad Finn a call at 581-1268.
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SHOP

Monday- Thursday
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10 00am to 6-00 om
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Friday
10-00 am to 8.00 pm
Saturday
900 am to 4:00 pm

Rhode Gear

drDESCENTE
i TN
373 WILSON STREET • BREWER. MAINE 041= 2 ;0
- FE*2114 NrT

9 8 9

DIRECTIONS:

From University Motor Inn take Route 2
7/10 of a mile to Colhirrn Drive. E-rIrl-t for Opefi
House signs.

PAT'S BIKE St-i

RAK

SAK

Secures loads of all shapes and sizes
Fits most racks and installs in second'
CAN EXPAND TO CARRY-A BASKETBALL

$1.2.50

s••-

AVANT! Mountain Bike Rack

$21.95

-.-

2 9 0

TTI\

CYCLE COMPUTER
17,1.-114:=*11011110110

$25T0
41

111

Big. Easy to Read Dispiay Digit Clock • Odometer
Speedometer Stopwatch Day Tripmeter PosiCbck
keys Max Speed Auto Start/Stop Btack or Clear

C

ALL BIKES
IN STOCK

$21.95

CROSS TERRAIN II

MOUNIAIN

7064.4IL4:4°4

GIANT
MONT

RALEIGH

DOES NOT APPLY
TO SALE ITEMS

10% OFF PARTS
& ACCESSORIES
WITH UMAINE
STUDENT ID

BIKE

SHOES

202 off
Men's & Women's
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•Major League Baseball

Johnson k's 15; Hill homers twice against Jays
By The akscnriAvad Press

Cnicago. did move the Indians into fourth
place.
In other games,it was Boston 2, Milwaukee I in, 15 inningc- Oakland 4,Minnesota 2;
California 2. Seattle 1 in 13 innings, and
Detroit 4. Texas '1.
Hill hit a three-run homer off Todd
Stottlemyre (10-11) in Cleveland's fourrun second inning, then made it 6-0 in the
eighth with a 451-loot coin ctycd. off thc
windows of the SkyDome's restaurant in
straightaway center.
Charles Nagy(15-10)scattered six hits
and gave up three runs over 7 1-3 innings.
He walked two and struck out five as
Cleveland won for the sixth time in seven
games.

Athletics 4, Twins 2

Chicago completed d three-game sweep
at
Yankee Stadium.
Thomas doubled home a run and scored
on Bell's single in the first inning off rookie Sterling Hitchcock(0-1). Reliever Terry
Leach (6-4) pitched 2 2-3 scoreless innings.

The Athletics all but assured themGlenallen Hill thinks his fonner team.
selves of the AL West title as Ruben Sierthe Toronto Blue Jays, has all the ingredira's two-run single in the fifth inning broke
ents to win its first World Series. If that's the
tie.
a
case, Toronto fans wish Hill would quit
Bobby Witt (10-13) was the winning
blocking the path.
pitch
er and Jeff Russell retired four batHill. traded by Toronto to Ceveland in
ters for his 30th save and second with
June 1991. hit two homers and m_r_tched
Angels 2, Mariners 1
his
Oakland.
t,a1CCI high with four kills Wednesday night
Ihe Athletics got three runs in the fifth
as the Indians downed the Blue Jays 6-3
Seattle's Randy Johnson allowed one hit
for
a
4- I lead against John Smiley (14-9), and struck out 15 in nine
Toronto's loss, combined with Baltiinnings at the
who lost his third straight decision.
more's 3-0 victory over Kansas City.
King
dome
but
.
Luis
Sojo'
s
run
-scoring sincut
the Blue Jays' lead over the Orioles to
gle offCalvin Jones(3-5)in the 13th sent the
three
games.
Red Sox 2. Brewers 1
Manners to their club-record 13th straight
Hill, who also homered against Toronto
loss.
Boston damaged M %Yankee's AL East
in a 2-1 win on Monday, says he has
Joe Cirahe (5-4) pitched tv,a innings for
no
title
hopes when Bob Zupcic squeezed home the win and Steve Frey
animosity toward his former team. In fact,
got the final out for
the winning run in the 15th inning at Fen- his second save.
he's hoping they do well — against every- Orioles 3, Royals 0
way Park.
one else.
Mike Mussina pitched a four-hitter and
Zurcic drove in Jody Reed. who singled
"I think they re the best team in baseball
Tigers 4, Rangers
Luis Mercedes double keyed a two-run to lead
off the 15th and advanced to third on
and I want them to go far," he said. "They
sixth inning as Baltimore inched closer to
a single by Billy Hatcher. Doug Henry(1-4)
have all the ingredients of a world champiTony Phillip; two-run double keyed
the top in the AL East.
teed
to c
onship team. Of course. I'm rooting tor
a
t-.......11-1::11i; and David
Mussina (16-5) walked two, struck ow Nilsson.
hut Reed s i in under the tag
then
Haas combined with Mike. Henneman for
four and did not allow a runner past first
Daryl irvine(3-2r. Boston's fourth pitch- a two-hitte
"Everytinkt 1 hit a home iun it wets base.
r as Detroit defeated visiting
er. worked three scoreless innings for the Texas.
great, and it doesn't feel any better against
Mercedes doubled off Chris Haney(1-1 ) victo
ry.
the jays. They treated me well when I
Haas(5-2)allowed one run and both hits
to start the sixth and later scored on Glenn
played here, hut as a Cleveland Indian I'm
in seven innings. Hertneman pitched the
Davis' sacrifice fly.
just trying to get our team to .500." final two innings.
Davis homered in the eighth as the White Sox 9, Yankees 6
At 69-76. that won't be easy. But the Orio
Texas starter Roger Pavlik (4-3) gave
les completed a three-game sweep
Frank Thomas had a career-high five up three
win,combined with New York's 9-6 loss to
runs on five hits in six-plus
of the sinking Royals at Camden Yards. hits,
George Bell droNe in his 100th run and

Maine campus classifieds
help wanted
Wanted: Responsible persons to
become phonathon associates.
Excellent pay, on campus,
telemarketing experience helpful,
not necessary will train right
individuals. Workstudy and nonworkstudy positions. Apply now at
Crossland Alumni Center.
Students wanted to promote
weekend trips to Montreal. Skiing
and whiiewater rafting also available. Call Collect (514)861-3335
EMERGENCY! Expanding company
needs hardworking reliable students to mail our diet brochures
from home/Dorm. Earn up to $200
PT or $1,000 FT. Employees
Needzsd Immediately! For job
application send Self-addressed
stamped envelope: Colossal Marketing, Employee Processing, PO
Box 291140 Port Orange, FL 32129
S252.50 sell 50 funny, college Tshirts & make $252.50. No fir,ancial obligation. A risk free program. Avg sales time 4-6
hours. Choose from 18 designs.
For more info. call free 1-800-

•

733-3265

Attractive male and female
wanted for exotic dancing serious
inquiries only Exotica 947-4406

...111/M9

Campus Reps Wanted Heatwave
Vacations Spring Break 1993 The
best rates and the biggest commissions for more information, call
800-395-WAVE.
Spring Break '93- Sell trips, earn
cash & go free!!! Student Travel
services is now hiring campus
representatives. Ski Packages also
available Call 1-800-648-4849
FEMALE AND MALE MODELS
wanted for posters, calenders and
commercial projects. Nationwide
publishers looking for the following; female; must be slim petite
and very attractive, prefer tan
Male; must be exceptionally good
looking, medium to rugged build,
prefer tan. Will be paid upon
acceptance and will receive
national model credit. Call for
interview between the hours of
8:00 a.m and 10:00 a.m., Mon
21st, Tues 22nd, Wed 23rd. Tel
827-4550, Mr. Buck
OSI.

/0U

FOUND: Single GM
Key, ft_edTic.:
between the library and the Union
Stop by The Maine Campus.
FOUND: In the language lab 2
pairs of glasses-one purple
frames, the other gold metal. Stop
by 213 Little or call x2076.

Stop.by the paseszient of Lord
liall for jotor classified ad.

miscellaneous
LSAT-GMAT-MCAT-GRE
KAPLAN

The answer to the test question
1-800-KAP-TEST
Seamstress: Over 20 yrs experience, replace zippers, hemming,
etc, Will pick up + deliver. Call
Jeanne 827-5115.
SCHOLARSHIPS-Every student
eligible. Student Scholarship
Services, 1323 S. State Rd 7, #424,
N. Laud, FL 33068
Complete Workout avail start
Oct step aerobics 1st wk. free.
Exper. instructor 15/mo. Catching
Pays 827-2456.
Catching Rays Old Town 8272456 1 mo. unlim. tan $35/12
tans $30 1 mo. unlim. tan &
fitness $45
Family & Friends Dance
Hip-Hop • Reggae- Rap
Sept. 19th 9 pm $2.00 donation.
I need a ride to U of Del. or to NJ
during Oct. Break. Will help pay for
gas. Contact Mark Dean 1-7588.
Gorgeous male and female exotic
dancers for birthdays speciai occasions & parties call Exotica 947-4406
The Maine Campus offers FREE
lost and found ads. Stop by or call
581-1273.

Looking for two roommates to
share house in Old Town two live
here now $220 includes all but
phone call early before 9 am or
after 10 827-3694

apartments
ORONO
3U.T1 plus
storage Main Rd, $300/mo plus
heat. Sec/Dep. References. Call
866-5518
Are you a student looking to
save money on housing? We are
motivated sellers of a 1978 12x50
trailer in an Old Town Park. Asking
$12,600-with many inceIntives.
You could own for $300/mth. Call
eves. 782-3695.
Room, use of kitch, wash/dry, by
UM bike path, grad stud. preferred
S50/wk call 827-4760 after 6 pm.

for sale
88 they. Celebrity
•
mileage excellent body-interior
2,800-will negotiate John 5812835

4 mo. dwarf bunny. Brown/black
black eyes cage, shavings, food
includ $45 B/0 call 866-5510.
Custom made lofts to fit your
room $75 or BO Cal! Katie at
866-0374

